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BLACKAND WHITE

White (shveta) and Black (krishna or kajjala) have been considered primary colours: (shuddha varna) in all the
Shilpa texts. These two conspicoiis additions to the Indian list are missing in the primary colours as n-'f kno^ them
today. We must remember that the light oriented conception ofpure colours Is essentially a contribution ofmodern

science.The ancient Indian concept has been pigment oriented.

For obtaining white pigments (dhavala) oyster shells, conch shells or white clay are ground and mixed with

from the neem tree or kopitiha.Another recipe is tofinely pulverise lime dust (sudha), mix if with the juice

keravala fruit,grind and levigate it- According to the Koshyapa Shilpa, there are four types of white: shietu.

ofpearl shulcla., the colour of the conch shell,dhavolajhe colour of silver or milk and avadatat thai or a :s- - in-

distinctive shades of white have been enumerated upon r such as, ivory while, foam white, champak — f_-_
white etcThese calcareous pigments.be theyfrom sea shells

,
egg shells, oyster shellsbon r . -
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extensively in the Weil too, since they did not darken on exposure when used. -

Krishna and kajjala are the Sanskrit equivalents for Black. The most cam/n . ,
- -
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hold pigment known as 'lamp-black* used as a collyrium applied in the :.r -- - - -
. .

purposes.lt is prepared by placing at r earthen pot over an oil wick The r
l r r.s - _

as a pigment. The Koshyapa Shilpa mentions the distincth e -
,

_
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clouds, shyama - colour of the forest crow, kala that the res: - * jr sir w
Today.we have synthetic forms of both black ami wisse

discohrxrer « rer. ~ j t; ^
We have so farcoverednn our prrrtc&s nttyrjwipi IWr~

our last issue of the *. ear ^ c ,r: r _ ; _ .
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normally considered insignificant. W* - >r „ : . . _>
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-n^tymbo] above is Urten from Mi original deaden Said in e™ot (mosiic) flooring at The Brotherhood of die Ascended amsiin Delhi II was designed
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LETTERS

Dear Editor,

Ihappened to be visiting Pune m December ' 92, when there was tension everywhere, violence sparking

offviolence in manypuna of the country and the feeling ofcommunal hannony and mutual trust touching

a new low. !t was then that I had an unforgettable experience, lloriprasad Chaurasiu and Zakir Hussain

together enthralledm audienceofnearly ten thousandmusic loversassembledat the New English School

in the early morning hours cfDecember eleventhnineteen ninety two. Exactlyfive days after one of the

greatest communal eruptions in this country.The strains ofmusic created by the coming together oftwo

faiths was such a torrenttally powerful manifestation ofharmony that even a mere utterance of she word

religion would have been out of tune. What they both achieved was perhaps longer lasting than man 1
,

political sodbhavana rallies. I was reminded about the fact that the one time most papula r bhajan. ‘M>.\

tarpaf Hart darshan ko aoj\ from thefilm, "Baiju Bawra f was written, composed and sung by a Mush

Subhash Godb&U,

Jamalpur Gymkhana.

Jamalpur - SI 1214

With futile hands w e seek to gam
Our inaccessible desire.

Diviner summits lo attain.

With faith that sinks and feel (has sire

But nought shall conquer or control

The heaven and hunger ofour soul.

Sarojini Naida.
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KDITOR1AL }

Mysticism is the highest meeting point ofall religions.lt seems particularly

relevant to talk about it today, in the violent contextofclash which revels in the.

pe tty individualismofreligions. It seems strange that mysticism
,
which is at ihe

heart of religion is not even conceeded as a remote possibility of uniting all

faiths.

We have seen how our politicians, archetypal religious heads and heads of

industry and defence enjoy a short period ofglory in historical lime, mainly

because veryfew of them have been able to touch the soul ofmanJt is not so

with the mystics of history.Humanity turns to them again and again to draw

nourishmentfrom their vision and theircapacity tofeedthe hungrysoul ofman,

ever wandering to understand better, the meaning of life.

Christ was such a mysticJn this issue on mysticism in Christianity, we have

attempted to understand the power ofthis towering personality, who inspired

so muchofhumanity, inparticular, themystics. From theirintense communication

with Christ was horn the courage tofight established creed and dogma, even

readying themselves to be condemnedfor heresy

.

From the pinnacle of their mystical ecstasy, issued forth excellence. The

contribution ofChristian mystics towards art, literature, ecological wisdom,

philosophy ofscience and activism in society as well as humanism, needs no

reiteration Their lives, led in utter simplicity, are in themselves examples ofthe

sincerity of their search.

Christianity came to India with St. Thomas who landed on the Malabar

coast.Since then, the faith hasflourished here,
growingfrom and giving To the

land ofits adoption. Oneofthe more recent andmore-profound examples ofthe

perfect merging of the mystical dimensions of Christianity and Hinduism is

Henri Le Saux or Swami Abhishiktananda. Equally powerful is the similarity

one sees in the mysticism ofthe Bible and Indian mystics.

All ofus cannot become a Master Eckhart or Francis ofAssisi Yet, each one

ofus can experience themysticalprovided we remove ourselvesfrom the culture

ofindulgence and instant gratification and btok at the wisdom beyond the veil.

TREEVEN0.6 VOL: KOVEMB EP.-PECFM UFW |WJ
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GUEST ED[TORiAL

Theperson and life ofJesus Christ has attractedpeoplefrom severaldifferentfaiths.

The celebration ofChristmas and the symbols ofChristianity are widespread. Is only

history responsible for this-history including in itself the Christian missionary

movement and the impact of Western colonialism acting as a vehiclefor Christian

culture ?

When one looks at the religionsof the worldand theirprojections ofdivine attributes

through deities, prophets and saints, wefind qualities ofjoy , transcendence, power

andprotection. But not the tremendous symbol of suffering and sacrifice that Christ

became.Human suffering, A link between man and God his own transcendent nature.

Though the life of Christ carries the message of the magic of his birth and the

miracles during his teachings, the martyrdom, 'Passion ’ and sacrifice ofhis trial and

crucifixion far outweigh the other aspects. Passion ’ is really the intensity of his

mystical communion and leads on to the transcendence of his resurrection.An old

traditional song carries this message in its simple, yet dramatic refrain:

They crucified my Lord, and He never said

a mumbling word, not a word, not a word.

They nailed Him to a tree, and He never said

a mumbling word, not a word, not a word.

They pierced Him at the sides, and fie never said

a mumbling word, not a word, not a word.

He bowed His head and died, and He never said

a mumbling word, not a word, not a word.

SHence silence and suffering. Suffering in silence. Silence here is no! a sign of

weakness, a refusal to participate in protest and confrontation. It is rather a

manifestation of the transcendant element that accompanies us through trials. By

realising its silent presence and taking recourse to it, the negative experience of

suffering in andaroundatlof us can he transmuted to strength usedforourownprocess

of evolution.

So can we say that the Christ symbol connotes all this and is, in fact, that element

oftransmuting strength we canfind in ourdaily lives -in our relationships with people

,

occupation and activity, in art, in nature, in religion and spirituality and in Christ ?

AKHIIA GHOSH
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MYSTICISM

MYSTICISM
FATHER GISPERT SAUCH, SJ*

Jesus said:

/ am the light that spread over every-

body

I am the Whole

The Whole comes outfrom Me
And the Whole comes back in Me,

Cut some wood: / am there .

Lift a stone, you will find Me there,

T
he trite opener of any speaker

on mysticism is that mysti-

cism begins with mist and

ends with schism. There is

some reason for the joker the mystics

have often enough dashed with what

we may call the mainstream of reli-

gions. Not rarely have they been con-

demned for causing division and/or

schism in the body religious. And the

meaning of mysticism is certainly ob-

scure for many people, it is 'misty' -it

lacks the clarity of forma] theology.

The joke is in fact paradoxical, for

the language of the mystics often speaks

of a new light, a greater clarity that

hovers above the level of the concep-

tual and to which one is introduced by

divine assistance and/or the develop-

ment of special techniques. There is, of

Mountain

If there is any point where

religions seem to meet it is

precisely at the heights of

mysticism: in the life of the

spirit it is the mountain tops

that converge even when

there are differences at the

base. Schism goes against

the thrust ofmysticism.

course, a discourse of darkness
h
the

famous 'dark nights,' within the mysti-

cal tradition; but this is either a passing

stage or one side of a richer experience

that is suffused by a wonderful light.

The paradox is sharpened when we
remember that mystics always stressed

on unity
h
the oneness of die cosmos,

rather than division, so much so that

they are suspected of denying

disinctions. If there is any point where

religions seem to meet it is precisely at

the heights of mysticism: in die life of

the spirit it is the mountain tops that

converge even when there are

differences at the base-. Schism goes

against the thrust of mysticism.

The problem is that different people

understand different things by the word

THE EYJI NO,fi. VCH_a>JOVEMEER.S^]CE]MDEEi IW2
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mysticism. Some identify it with The

Physical Phenomena ofMysticism (the

tide of a fascinating book by H.

Thurston), i.e., visions* ecstasies:, levi-

tations B raptures, auditions, stigmata,

or with the 'supernatural
1

knowledge

of people, the future, etc. Mystics gen-

erally discount these phenomena. For

others, mysticism means rebellion

against authority and established

religion - no rebellion, no mysticism!

For others, it is a philosophy affirming

the oneness of reality in spite of its

evident plurality...

Christian theology has developed

its own understanding of mysticism,

even though there is no complete agree-

ment. Conservative Protestantism is

generally distrustful of the mystical

tradition: it thinks that it derives more

from Greek sources (especially Plaio

and Plotinus) than from the Bible, and

finds that monistic trends in mysticism

contradict the Biblical view of God-

Tlte Catholic a nd the Orthodox traditions

are more comfortable with mysticism.

Heribert Fische defines i? as *a con-

sciousness of the experience of

The Light

uncreated grace as revelation and self-

communication of the triune God 1

(Sacramentum Mundi 4„ 137). This is a

heavily theological definition. Si-sir

Kumar Ghosh in his excellent article in

the Encyclopedia. Britanica is simpler

'The essence of mysticism is the asser-

tion of an intuition that transcends the



MYSTICISM \

temporal categories of understanding
1

(Macropedial But he is perhaps too

philosophical. The Micropedia calls ii

'a spiritual quest for hidden truth or

wisdom, the goal ofwhich is union with

the divine/

As mentioned earlier, the mystics

have often lived in tension with the

established religions smd seem to go

against it- Yct n
they are the heart of

religion, even if at times they appear as

dissenters, A religion can be compared

to a flower with at least four main

petals, all beautiful in themselves; the

first is the petal of a community that is

united by a common ideal; then the

petal of a creed or the belief system,

often expressed in scriptures and other

forms of teaching; third, She petal of a

code of ethical conduct, which

establishes the tight norms of human

behaviour ill the world; finally there is

a system of cult, worship, meditation,

ceremonies,, symbolism, that expresses

externally the actual relation to the

Beyond- There may be other petals or

leaves of secondary importance even if

at times quite visible, for instance, reli-

gious art and poetry. -.But at the heart of

the flower, at its centre, the meeting

point, as it were* is the calyx., out of

which all petalsemerge and from which

they receive life; the mystical element

ofreligion. Ilie calyx is at times hidden,

at times quite visible. It appears djfferent

from the petal s t but it is always the

source of their life and of the life of the

flower, The bees suck the honey there.

Some have sought the source of the

Christian mystic tradition in Greek phi-

losophy. And it is true that the early

Christian mystics did often use. the lan-

guage of Plato, Stoicism, and specially

Plotinus with his stress on the mysterF

ous and nameless One. above Being
1
at

the acme of the Universe. But in reality.

The Chri stian mystics derive more from

the experience of Jesus than from any

philosophy.

The mystical tradition has spoken

of two main types of union of the hu-

man with the divine: the bridal and the

servant relationship (ef N&raria Bhakti

Sutras: nityadasn, nityakanta)- Union

with the Divine is like the love and

altitude of the disciple for the master, or

like that of the bride for the bride-

groom. Jesus's own relation to God is

often explained in die New Testament

as that of the Servant of God, But he

himsel fuses preferably a thirdmetaphor

which for him articulates a deeper

experience of Reality; lie is the Son,

God is his Father, his Abba, his

This consciousness of boldly relating to

the divine Mystery as Father is central

to the Chris! tan mystics.

To the Indian mind, at home in the

philosophy of advaita, this expression

of Christian mysticism may look banal,

if noi strange. For a mind immersed in

the Biblical tradition with its strong

sense of individuality and creatureli-

ness, the affirmation that ‘the Father

and 1 are one/ recognising duality and

Mysticism is a source of life.

Mystics are needed in this

world ofours. Asfor religions,

mysticism ensures that they

do not degenerate.

yet stressing unity, is astonishing and

extremely fertile. Generally ,
the Chris-

tian Lradition will speak ofwmon rather

than oneness. However mystics do not

quibble over words and Eekhart, of the

German tradition T will exclaim,
lThc

knower and the known are onc^ God

and I, we arc one in knowledge. There

is no distinction between us 3
' In Jesus

this strong sense of union w’ith the

Father was linked to a deep bhakti and

lo a sense of being sent by God His life

was the fruit of his mysticism-

The Christian mystic does not in

general think he or she can have exactly

the same experience as Jesus, She or he

will be rather 'one in the Son' or in

Christ' as St. Paul puts it, or a 'partaker

of the divine nature' in the words of a

Later Biblical writer.

Mystical Prayer

Mystical theology 1 ncl uries the study

of the w ay die prayer life of ihe mystics

develops. Not every form of prayer is

'mystical’. A mental affirmation "l and

God are one' does not, of course, make

one a mystic. Mysticism is not, strictly

speakingh a spiritual achievement. It is

a new consciousness that bursts out in

the heart of the mystic: they themselves

will speak of a gift of the Spirit, of a

grace 'infused' from Beyond or

emerging from the very heart of one's

own existence where the Divine is

hidden. At any rate it is as gift in a

deeper sense than life itself is a gift. To

enter into this consciousness is beyond

our naked powers.

The Spanish mystics, especially

John ofthe Crossand Teresa of Avila in

the 1 6th century
„
speak of the early

stages of praycr
1
like meditation on the

life of Jesus or on the qualities of God
h

as a prepal'ation for mysticism. If one

continues in this prayer the moment

comes when one can not think any more

and meditation is impossible. One. en-

ters into the 'prayer of quiet,
1

of re-

maining in the divine presence: this is

the threshold of mystical prayer.

From now onwards one speaks of

infused prayer, wherein one feels an

"active passivity* in t elation to the

Divine. The place of one's union with

TFIE fcVfc NO-6. VQI .. I .NOVEMBER-DLCliWH'hli |»1
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MYSTICISM

The Dark Night

God is no longer rhe mind, but .some-

th trig beyond the "subtle point*, or the

'summit", or the "inmost depth
1

,
or the

'centre' of the soul, These are various

metaphors for that level of experience

where mental activity is bound and a

new consciousness bursts forth. But

this experience cannot be expressed. It

is Jove and knowledge, joy and sadness,

darkness and light, The darkness of

holy ignorance/ to use the expression

of a fifth -century Syrian monk nor-

mally called Pseudo* Dionysius or Denys

the Arcopagite. At this stage, all light,

all feeling ofjoy springs from the deep^

esl source of the person. Rut also at this

level , St, John of the Cross speaks of the

'Dark Ni gilts’ the Night of the Sense

and the Night of the Spirit.

The first takes place at the threshold

of the Ascent* when the 'prayer of

quiet' begins. The soul and its inner

senses find no relish, no consolation or

rasa, either in the things of this world or
in God. It is a stage of aridity. But it is

God's gift, and its fruit is a deep free-

dom and detachment. The Dark Night

of the spirit comes later, when [he soul

almost reaches the summit, at the en-

trance of the ^Transforming Union' or

"Spiritual Marriage' or, in [he language

also used by St. Teresa, the 'Seventh

Mansion' of tlie Castle. In this Dark
Night OEte experiences not only aridity

but a lack ofjoy t a strong inclination to

despair, a sense of being forsaken or

abandoned, a total inability to pray.

And yet St. John of the Cross says:

This blessed night, though it dark-

ens the mind, does so only to give light

to everything; and though it humbles it

and makes it miserable, it does so only

to raise it up and set it free: and [hough

it impoverishes it, and empties it of all

its natural selfand liking, ir does so only

to enable it to reach forward divinely to

the possession and fn i idon ofal E ih i ngs "

,

Els outcome is that, in spite of the

trial, one experiences a deeper light and

a deep sense of security because one’s

life is no longer built on one's own
achievement but on the abiding pres-

ence and reliability of God himself.

God then leads the mystic to the

"Spiritual Marriage
1

characterised by

greai serenity ( the somprasada of the

Chandogya Upanishad), total intimacy

and indissoluble bonding.

Mysticism of Nature

Not ail mystics arc so introvert and

analytical of’their inner experience or

so austere in their spirituality. Some of

them, specially the English mystics of

the I Sell and 19th century, stress the

related ness to the cosmos, a new
awareness of a communion and even

1 was w al ki ng in the garden

of the Saerc Coeur of
Melbourne in God's presence

but without direct contact in

prayer. When inadvertantly,

my eyes fell on a leaf...or so it

seems, were directed to a

leaf.., in a bush that 1 was
passing byJn a flash I became
conscious of Grid’s creative

action in the. univcrseThe leaf

was,as it wcrc
s
a vehicle of his

presence. The leafbecame the

vehicle or the door that opened

to my mind a hidden
1 reality .The reality of all that

is.That this inner vision lasted

a second or all eternity was of

no consequence, for it took

place outside the confines of

time.What h very certain is

that my whole being was so

marked that 1 live day by day*

I could say* minute by minute,

under its influence...

The mystical experience of
an Australian nun.

oneness with nature. Nature is not just

matter, n ls mlused with life and with

the luminosity of the divine, and so it is

experienced as an epiphany, or the outer

body of the Infinite Reality. And one is

part and parcel of this divine epiphany.

The ecstasy of Tagore in the garden of

his home belongs to this type. So does

the experience of an Australian mystic

as given in a separate box.

Mysticism of Action

The Christian mystical life is

strongly biased towards an affirmation

of the world and of life. This physical

and human world shat has been fash-

ioned by the love of God is not evil nor

is it maya except in so far as it may
make us forget the Fullness of being

beyond it. Life must be not only pro-

tected and defended, but also affirmed

and furthered. Human action, as the

Gita tenches, is a commitment of the

mystic to* and a participation in, the

stupendous activity of nature and of

history.

Ignatius of Loyola is an outstanding

mystic of action. For him mysticism

was "finding God in all things’, which

for him meant not merely to he re-

minded of God by the things of this

world, or even to experience the divine

presence in them, but rather to see ail

things as a divine gift* embodying a

stupendous Divine activity which calls

for our sc If* gift and active commit-

ment. Mysticism thus meant for St.

Ignatius, entering into the movement of

history, becoming sensitive to its direc-

tions of positive growth a nd of negative

decay* and freely furthering the move-

ment that leads to greater unity. God is

found not so much by withdrawal as by

commitment, and all forms of prayer

are only a means to find God in all our

activity
s
even if we know that God is

always "Beyond’. This stress on history

and action derives from the central

Christian belief in the Incarnation and

the life of Jesus Christ.

Teilhard de Chardin, the famous

scientist -mystic, was a disciple nf

Ignatius of Loyola. He distinguishes

three kinds of mysticism: the vertical

one, stressing the union of God and the

TUf-EVS SOS. VOI_ E.WOVbMDER-OECEMfiEili mz
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MYSTICISM

soul; the horizontal mysticism of one-

ness of the individual with the universe;

and the oblique mysticism of entering

the Divine through the ’ earth
L

. He inte-

grated this mysticism into the mysti-

cism of science or ofevolution in which

he was a firm believer. In the evolution

of the Universe he saw the imprint of

Jesus Christ whom he interpreted as the

ultimate Omega point. For him life and

history were not only a noogenesis

(production of mind), but a

Christogent&iSi a birth of Christ. This

view permeates ail his writings,

specially The Divine Milieu and The

Phenomenon ofMan. It has often been

compared to the mysticism and phi-

losophy of Sri Aurobindo- Happold has

described Teilhard's mysticism as

'springing from the inspiration of a

universe seen as moved and

compenetrated by God in the totality of

its evolution.... This is essentially a

new type of mysticism, die result of a

profound, life-long* reconciling medi-

tation oil religious and scientific truth;,

and it is of immense relevance and

significance for the scientific age such

as ours."

These words were written in 1975-

They should not snake us forget how-

ever that Teilhard's approach 10 mysti-

cism ‘was not primarily intellectual bus

experiential* existential and action-

oriented
1

(Ursula King). Twenty years

inter this form of mysticism has taken

yet another shape. It comes to expres-

sion very powerfully in the work of

Pedro Arrupe, the Jesuit Superior Gen-

eral who at times came into conflict

with the Vatican- He is not the only

example of this tendency: it inspires

much of Liberation Theology. It sees

the evolution of the divine action in

hisiory not merely as a growth towards

an ultimate perfection, but also as a

struggle against injustice. This line of

myst ic ism i s profo ndly inspi i ed by the

Liberator God of the Bible. It also

draws constantly from a dose contact

with the suffering peoples of the world.

If in Teilhard’s mysticism, science and

religion fire integrated, it] the Liberation

mysticism the concrete history of hu-

manity, including its class struggle and

the search for equality arid the fullness

of life* are the place where the Divine Is

experienced most intensely.

This docs not mean that there is no

place in the world for contemplative

life, Gustavo Gutierrez speaks of drink-

ing from ourown we Sis as a metaphor of

the need of the mystic 'activist' to be in

contact with [he depth of Being. Al-

ready Teilhard had used a beautiful

similie: Tf we were as perceptive of (he

invisible light as of thunderclouds, light-

ening and the rays* of the sun T pure

people would seem to us as active in

this world by the very fact of their

purity as the snowy summits whose

peaks continually absorb for us the

destructive currents of the almosphenc'

(H. de Lubac, Cotholicisme,),

In fact the mystics have found in

Mysticism of Action
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their deep experiences enormous re-

sources to influence world history They

offer models of a richer humanity

after which men and women pattern

themselves. They inspire ever newer

forms of generosity. This is clearly

shown nowadays by the influence of a

Mother Teresa in her environment - in

the Church, in the country, indeed in

the world. This was the theme of a

famous study by Henri Bergson early

this century. The Two Sources of Mo-

rality and Religion. In fact, although

we read with profit the writings of the

mysiits (w lien they leave any), mystics

influence others less by what they say

or write than by what they are.

Mysticism is a source of life. Mys-

tics arc needed in this world of ours. As

for religions, mysticism ensures that

they do not degenerate. It prevents the

petal of cult from drying up into ritual-

ism and empty routine; it gives sap to

the petal of code so that ethSbs do not

degenerate into legalism, it cures the

petal of creed from its tendency to

overgrow into unbending dogmatism

and fundamentalism; it helps the com-

munity petal from taking on the mon-

strous shape of communal ism In con-

tact with the mystical core, comm uni-

lies are shining sacraments embracing

the whole of humanity and affirming

the Oneness of life. Creeds become

expressions of the deep joy discovered

in Truth; codes inspire a life of love and

goodness that transforms ihc behaviour

of people; and cult becomes the cel-

ebration of life* its ever richer creativity

and beauty. •

FatherGeorge Cispert Sauch was

bomm Spain- He came to India in

1949andsubsequentlypursuedan

M.A in Sanskrit from Bombay
Universityr From Paris he took a

doctorate, on the concept of

Ammda. Dr. Gisper? Saudi is a

well known theologian and writes

for several theological journals r

Currently he is the secretary ofthe

Vidya Jyoti Journal and is also the

librarian at VidyaJyoti, an institute

of Theological Studies in Delhi.

Illustrations: Ripin Kalra.



TEMPLE OFALL GODS

THE TEMPLE OF ALL GODS
TRANSITION FROM ‘PAGAN’ TO CHRISTIAN

PAOLO QUIRCIO

I
n Southern ItaIyTon die Adriatic

coast, there is a small convent

wish a beautiful Romanesque
church, called 'St.John in

Venus' This odd match between one of

the great saitits o f the Chri xiian ( rad ition

and the so called 'pagan
1

goddess of

love,Venus, is easily explained, since

the .site where the church stands was

once a Roman temple dedicated to

Venus, Building Christian churches on

the same location of the demolished

'pagan
1

temples often using the very

same building material, was a very

common practice in the early centuries

of Christianity. Sometimes,the temple

was not destroyed.it only changed its

named ike the Pantheon (The Temple
Of All Gods) in Rome, which became
The Church of All Saints.

It is commonly believed that the

transition from (he Roman religion to

Christianity was swift and smooth. But,

as you know, history books are written

by vJctors.So [he Roman Church, which

was built on the debris of the fallen

Empire, and which held a complete

monopoly over culture for at least

fifteen centuries is rather circumspect

about revealing the details of its

transformation from religious authority

to secular ruling power.

In the beginning,approximately till

the 7th-8tb centuries, opposition to

conversion from 'paganism 1

to

Christianity was rather strong. What
could not be obtained by persuasion,

therefore, was achieved through
absorption.

The religious festivals are good
examples. No one knows the exact

birthday of Jesus,so it was fixed on the

25th December, two days after the

winter solstice, which wax the day the

Romans used to dedicate to Sol

Optimum a deity very popular from (he

time of Constantine, who was a devout
worshipper himselfPassover was a

Jewish holiday in memory of their

escape from slavery in Egypt. It became
Easter, ihe celebration of Jesus's death

and resurrectionThe last days of fun

before the rigours of Lent,the Carnival,

was derived from the Roman festival,

LupercatiaAn honour ofthe walf(jKpa),

which adoptedRomulus Kthe founder of

Rome.But the roots of this wolf-cult

arc even more ancient and dates backto

the Etruscans of the 9th century, RC.
Strangely enough, this festival,at a later

time, was mixed with the Bacchus
cult Tthe Roman equivalent of the

Dionysian one. It maintained
heveti in

Ihe Christian era, the character of a

liberating feast, days when everything

was allowed, from induced stupour to

free sex.Of course, this heritage of the

Greco-Roman religion, tolerated only

for a few days a year, contributed in

giving the Dionysian cult a lusty,

orgi asti c con notal ion, takingaw ay from
its deeper and more spiritual

significance.

These are but themost evident cases
of 'contamination' -The Fathers of the

Church,the early founders of the

Catholic doctrine, adopted many
philosophical concepts and several

esoteric symbols from what they used

to call in contempt, 'paganism'. For

many centuries, Christian philosophers

divided themselves into Platon ists and

Arislotclians and lo justify this

choice
r
tbey even declared Aristotle

Christianas Natural!ter or ’naturally

Christian' though he was not

baptised .Py ih ag ora s
+

s n ume ro Iogy

,

together with the Jewish Cabala of

numbers was widely used by

Si.Bonaventura and other Christians.

Dante's Divine Cbmedy is a wonderful

example of its use-

This is because certain concepts are

universal and belong to all of mankind.

The Scandinavian mythological Asi

gods had long, blond hair and the

African tribal gods black. Honestly, E

believe they are both right +
The Pantheon in Pome. With minimal architectural olteration, u was made into a

church and is the burial plate of the painter Raphael
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MYSTICISM

BIBLICAL MYSTICISM
AND MYSTICSM OF OTHER FAITHS

T.S.ANANTHU

L
aoTzu's warning at the very

stan of his famous Too Te

Ching is,
l

That which can be

told is not the stem al Tao, ... if

it could be told .everybody would have

told his brother-
7

The writings of Indian

mystics such as Kabtr,Nana* .
Tukararm

Ramakrislma, Ramana, etc abound in

sinular warnings and exhort the true

seeker to experience the Truth for

oneself by stilling the mind through

spiritual exercises,rather than get lost

in merely reading the scriptures,

a

cardinal error that the Buddha referred

to as mistaking the finger for the moon’.

The Bible contains a similar

warning: Hhe written letters bring

dcaih.biu the Spirit gives

life’ (Corinthians 3;5-6).Likening the

spiritual message contained in the Bible

io that of Indian or Chinese mystics

may seem inappropriate, as Jesus Christ

is seen as the Son of Cod rather than a

Sage or yogi.But it is interesting to note

that several passages in the Bible have

strong mystic conot aliens; 1which serve

to con (Inn the status ofJesus as the Son

who had become one with the

Father,with full access to all higher

levels of consciousness.The Gospel of

Si.John begins with a reference to the

Word as the Creator.and one can

immediately see the strong parallels

with the shahd of Gum Nanak:

In the beginning was the Word and

the Word was with God and the word

was God All things were made by

hiin;and without him was not made

anything thai was made.'

srrrfr, w^r?rT

$75? wt nttm i

fPirfr gffer $ m*,

WFTZfi ^ *TT -mB j

1

It is this
lWord' or Shahd that is al

the heart ofmystic experiences .Referred

to as anahad nad r nad*e*asmani ¥

akashvani, shabddhun, or simply nam

by the yogis, saut-e-sarrwidhy die Sufis,

kaiam-e-ltahi by the Muslims* sraosha

by die 2kwoashtrians.it refers to that

Power which is at the base of all

creation,is life itself.manifesting itself

in all that is living.And yet, this Power

remains a mystery because we are

unaware of i i even though it exists right

within us.The Gospel of St.John

conveys it thus:

Tn Him was life;and the life was the

light of menX l :4).

‘And the light shineih in darkness;

and the darkness comprehended ii not

(1:5).

This Creative Power,Life,Word or

anahiui shahd is 'mysterious
1

to us

because we are caught up in the level of

'you-and -V conscioujme^and there-

fore excluded from access io higher

levels ofconsciousness w he re thi sWord

gcis manifest.This is explained very

beautifully in St .Mathew:

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures

upon earth .where moth and rust doth

Corrupt,and where thieves break through

and steal -But lay up for yourselves

treasures in heaven.... For where your

treasure is there will your heart also

be.The light of the body is the eye; if

therefore thine eye be single.thy whole

body shall be full of light. But if thine

eye be evil .thy whole body shail be full

of dark ness. If therefore, the light that is

in thee be darkness, how great is that

darkness I Therefore I say unto you,

lake no thought for your life,what ye

shall eat or what ye shall drinkmor yet

for yourbody what ye shall put on. Is no*

life more than meat and the body more

than raiment? (6:25),



MYSTICISM

Note ihe similarity with Meerabai:

whr?ig3, fcffctzzzmwi i

& fft mi zcn *i wit mmt,

^mmfR-wn i

Here we get a glimpse of Christ's

mystical teachings at its deepest/Our

whole body can be full of

light.. /Lc^enlightenment in the same-

way as Buddha, had experienced. He
refers to this process as' the eye

becoming single/ that is out vision of

the universe overcoming the notion of

‘you versus I
1

/The kingdom of heaven

is within you../ Several mystics have

expressed this idea in different

words.Look at Kabir:

(i)

{it} %<f % fa fr
4*H4> % JlFT (

^7T isi'ffl't g|T f, ufF'T f?7$ ?TF v?jrf 1

1

m W *?f# }$, $ tit ft *ror

Kabir has emphasised theimmanent

hut transcendam nature of heaven in

innumerable poem^the above being

just three of them.In tire first one, he

jokingly refers to our condition as

similar to a fish complaining of thirst

when there is water all around.In ihe

second, be points out that the Truth is

within us in just the same way as there

is oil in the sesame seed or fire in the

wood and challenges us to 'awake
1

to

this light within -The third one is a famous

song about how futile it is to search for

iE in any external ritual when it is right

alongside us, Gum Amar Das writes:

jw Jjot *?f?r *r§m t

frtg wft 3T?m tfwu ! i

This Is one of the mystic jewels

from the Guru Granth Sahib.lt refers to

our inner being as a cave* seemingly

dark when looked at from the

outside. But he asserts on the basis of his

personal explorations intothe mysteries

of this cave* it is full of exquisite

treasures ("many mansions
1,

of Christ),

According ro the Buddha! 'Practice the

simple troth that the man there is

thou.
1

What a beautiful one- line sum-

mary of the essence of mysticism!

'When the mind is disturbed,

multiplicity of things is produced, but

when the mind Is quietened ,, the

multiplicity of things disappear/ It is

the development of this ability io still

the mind that constitutes the practice of

mysficisiruKabir described it;

m Um, w=r fmrr w^r
£F<¥ mr t

t m^ mNrn

Christ too referred to this process;

"Be stiiJ and know that ye am God 1

.

The ascent of Jesus to Godhood by

this process is described beautifully in

the Bible after his baptism (correspond-

ing to diksha or initiation in our mysti-

cal traditions) by John the Baptist.with

die 'Spirit descending from beaveti like

a doveMt makes Jesus its abode after

which the heavens open up to him .and

the 'angels ofGod
1

ascend and descend

upon die Son of God.Tlus corresponds

to the mystic's familiarising himself or

herself with the secrets of the forces

that emanate from the energy levels of

each chakra, a process that made
Mirabui dec tare:

*wm*n 7m gw *mt f,

7 Tfft^ (T7^Tqft/

From the conventional point of
view

Fall this may seem ridiculous. Ye*

it is possible for each one of us to attain

a higher level of consdousness.There

are several references in the Bible which

point out this possibility ; "Ye are Gods
and all of you are children of the most

high* (Psalm 82).

To understand Christ's teachings

from the mystic perspective, what is

called for is a revolution in our notion

of thehuman potential.The real problem

is that our 'scientific, rational' inind

does not admit the possibility of our

access to higher modes of

consciousness. The greatest scientists

whom we revere today for their

discovery of relativity and quantum
theories have also shared these

'ridiculous' notions.Einstein wrote:

'A human being is part of the

whole,called by us the 'universe
11

, a

part limited in rime and space.’ James

leans writes:
AAs it is with light and electricity, so

it may be with life: the phenomena may
be individuals carrying on separate

existences in space and lime, while in

she deeper reality beyond time and

space we may all be members of one

body/ Eminem psychologists, such as

Car? Rogers and William James
acknowledge the same infinite

possibility. Carl Rogers writes;

'Perhaps in the coming generation

of younger psychologists, hopefully

unencumbered by university

prohibitions and resistances, there may
be a few who will dare to investigate the

possibility that there is a lawful reality

which is not open to the five senses.

Many Christians have been able to

perceive the mystical teachings of

Christ. One of them was
E,F rSchumacher. He was a devout

Catholic, and his quest took the form of

med national practices aimed at making
his vision 'single

1

. He wrole to his

fellow- Christians; ‘Inner work, orYoga
in its many forms, is not a peculiarity of

the East, but the tap root, as it were, of

all authentic religions, is has been called

ibe' applied psychology of religion
1

and it must be said that religion without

applied psychology is completely

worthless.
h

j

T.3- Ananthu is an eminent

Candhian worker, and has been

ajsodaiedwtih theGandhiPeace

Foundation, New Delhi, for

several years. He hm written ex-

tensively on Gandhi and hts

approach to various aspects of

society and life, particularly m
environment and farming

Ananthu Ji now lives near

Bangalore and works the land„

aiming to build a settlement of

integrated living.
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[ MYSTICS

CHRISTIAN MYSTICS
THROUGH THE AGES

A BRIEF LOOK

DRXJISPERT SAUCHj SJ,

All at once,as it were, out of the intensity of the consciousness of

individuality, individuality itselfseemed to dissolve andfade away into

boundless being

Alfred Tennyson*

T
ii the Bible, the mysticism of

Jesus has to be inferred from a

careful study of the Gospels.

The Gospel of St.John is a

favourite textofmystks.Christian mys-

tics make use of almost all of the

Bible,but the Song of Solomon#Iso

called the Canticle ofCanticles,with its

theme of bridal love is a favourite text.

The Setters of St, Paul have many

passages where mysticism is quite

intense,

2,

In the first three centuries,we

have the evidence of the earliest writers

who had a sense of union with Jesus

Christ as in StJftfatittE, of a fusion of

die risen Christ and the Cosmos as in

SLlrenaeus,the assimilation of God by

faith and knowledge as in Clement of

Alexandria and the fusion of Plato and

the Bible read symbolically^ in Origen.

3.

At the end of this period,* move-

ment of withdrawal from the worid

began to evolve resulting in what is

commonly known as the Desert Fathens,

chief of whom were+ Pachomius and

St.Anthony .Soon monastirism became

an important trend finding a great dc-

velopment in Western Europe

(St. Benedict and the Benedictine

School,where St. Bernard b especially

important) as well as in the eastern part

of the Roman empire (St. Basil and

Macarius) .The great theologians of this

early Medieval Period were not only a

great source of inspiration but played a

key role in delineating mystical

doctrine. St.Ambrose stressed the value

of celibacy and St Jerome gave import

tance to the study of the Scriptures.

St.Augustine, a great theologian, spoke

of union with the Trinity. The three

Cappadocians-Gregory of Nyssa,

Gregory of Narianee and St . Basil were

greatly i n fl noticed by Greek ph ilosophy

.

Important in the East are- also Denys the

Areopagitc, otherwiseknown as Pseudo

Dionysiuswho wrote mystical theology

as well as Macarius who leads us on to

the next trend.

4.

An important school in the

East,possibly influenced by Yoga and

other forms of Eastern mysticism is the

Hesychast tradition that started around

the fifth century and continues well into

the eighteenth (The Way of The

Pilgrim)In fact, this trend continues

even later. It develops the so culled

Prayer ofJesus based on oral and mental

japa (repetition of the Name) at the

same dmousing the rhyLhm of breathi n g

to finally empty the mind of thought.

Diadochus, Gaza and Sinai are the

early names. But St John Climacus also

known as John of the Ladder, with his

Ladder ofThe Divine Ascent proved to

be the moat influential with hi s stress on

the prayer of simplicity, in the tenth

century, Symcon* die new theologian

emphasised die luminosity ofthe divine

mystery -From the fourteen Eh century,

Greek Orthodox spa ritual i ty stresses the

Hesychast trend with St.Gregory of

Sinai, St-Gregory of Palamas and

Nicholas Cabasilas as its main

advocates. The Russian tradition re-

members especially St.Sergu of

Radorezh in Ehe fourteenth century and

St, Seraphim ofSarov in the eighteenth.

We know less about Syrian Christian

mysticism,but the names of Aphrahat

and Ephrem in the fourth century influ-

enced later traditions^nduding the

Syiio-Malabar Church of India.

Evagritis and Jacob of Scrugh of the

sixth century and Isaac of Nineveh are

considered great mystics

5.

In the West, several schools or

traditions emerge and are beEter

known.The Insh-English school

produced Sl.Coltimba, St. Patrick,

St. Julian of Norwich, Walter Hilton,

Richard Rolls, etc. The German and

Rhine! a in d mystics came closer to

Vedanta philosophy. The best known

names arc, Meistef Eckhart. Taulcr,

Henri Suso, Ruysbroek, Boc-hme and

Hildegard of Bingen. The Italian Lradi-

tion remembers the poet-mystic, Dante,

Catherine of Siena and Catherine of

Genoa, And ofecu rse , the begintimg of

the Franciscan tradition with St Francis,

St.Clare, Bonaventure and so on. The

Spanish tradition has great founders

and reformers: SbDominic, SUgnatiuS

Loyola, St.Teresa of Avila and St.John

of the Cross. Finally, in more recent

centuries* the French school shot irtio

prominence with Francis Sales and his

friend, Si. Jeanne do Cham!. Also,

St.Vincent de Paul, who was an tnspirer
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of works of charity and St.Terese of

Lisieux who developed early ihs&

century,
l

thc little way of spiritual

infancy \ And* very much more

recent]y PTcilhard De Chardin, who

developed a science-mysticism. One is

aware that many traditions and names

may have been missed, includi og

mystical traditions in Protcstanism and

the modem lime .Hie above brief record

merely illustrates the wealth that

mystics in the past have bequeathed us,

(A few better known of the above

mystics have been dealt with

individually m later pages.

}

+

THE FISH

FABIO GATT1

IX0YC
The Fish is a very important

Christian symboLRight from the days

that Christ started preaching, his first

four disciples, Peter, Andrew, James

and John, were fishermen.

it is of great significance to note that

he Greek term for fish, ICHTHYS,

contains within itself, the initial letters

Hie Cross is

certainly the

most well known

Christian
symbol. This

merhodofeapha!

execution
(cruci fixion)

,

used in ancient

Rome became
the symbol of the Passion and death of

Christ,. Centuries later,, with the

exploration of traditional and ancient

mysteries, newer and more- illumined

meanings were attributed to this

symbol of death,

The two energies which we call

Spirit and Matter, can be. represented

by the two axes- the vertical and

ofthe foilowingwords : lesousCI Iristos

THcou HYios Soter (Jesus Christ, Son

of God, Saviour). The importance of

the fishsymbol is accentuated by several

references to it in the Riblc.Thc mitre

of the Bishop hi^s the shape of a fish

head.

The fish symbol is linked closely

with aspects related to astrological

calculations of the Zodiac cycle. Christ

wasbom in thePiscean A ge, represented

by the fish. This age is roughly 2020

years in duration. As the end of every

such 'age', the sun finds itself in a

different zodiacal constellation.

Dr. Roberto Assagioli, an authority on

esoteric symbols writes : ll is interesting

to note how the sy iribo! i sm ofre] i g ions

which flourished in different ages,

contains the symbols attributed to the

corresponding Zodiac signs'. So,

during the cycle of Taurus ,
wc have

the cult of Miira who kills the

bull. Similarly, we sec the cult of

Amon-Ra (the ram-headed deity)

among the Egyptians in she Age of

Aries .The Arian age is followed by

the Piscean Age. Strachcn believes

that probably, the
-

star of Bethlehem'

wa$ part of a series of conjunctions of

Jup iterand Saturn in the constellation

of Pisces.The Age of Aquarius which

follows that of Pisces has to do with

the awakening of spiritual awareness.

The astrological symbol of the

fish represents two fishes heading in

opposite directions left and right. 3

n

other words, they arc opposite yet

complimentary. The task of man is to

evolve a resolution in the midst of this

contimous tension. #

THE CROSS

horizontal, which intersect

perpendicularly. The vertical axis which

is attributed to she Spirt is that golden

thread which anchors the conscious to

the physical body and along which

man, during his evolutionary process,

strives to ascend the peaks of universal

consciousness.

The horizontal axis is attributed to

Matter and represents the level of

awareness reached by an individual.

The higher the awareness* the higher

up the intersection on the vertical axis.

From this point of view, the Christian

cross is the symbol of an elevated

consciousness which is positioned

above the heart chakra (anahata

chakra}.

Along the vertical axis r
the energy

of the Spirit descends, making a life

of sacrifice (like Christ) possible.

While on the horizontal ax is (the world

we live in), the- actual work is done.

Just as the Lotus flower has its

roots in the mud, its stem in the water

but its head turned towards the sky b so

loo* Jesus immersed his feet in the

mud of profane life but had his head

turned heavenward, as he sacrificed

b i mscl f on the cross. •
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THE INWARD GAZE

THE INWARD GAZE
SOME CHRISTIAN MYSTICS

GEETLCIIANDRA

ftiustraiianfrom Picart's Religious Ceremonies pubHihiid in 1731. ffentries were

paraded through the streets wearing special garmentf before being handed over to

the chri authorities to be excuUd

When dealing with the subject of Christian mystics,there is one basic problem that needs to be

confronted:the fact that,according to the Church, mysticism itself is hereticaUn 1198. Pope Inno-

cent lit wrote to his bishops: 'The little boat ofSt Peter is beaten by many storms and tossed about

on the sea. There are now arising.more unrestrainedly and injuriously than ever before, ministers oj

diabolical error who are ensnaring the souls of the simple.We give you strict command that, by

whatever means you can, you destroy all these heresies. 'The reasonsfor this startling opposition

are, in fact, quite sound. Mysticism, by its very nature, is the impulse to transcend all earthly

barriers and achieve union with God. The implication that the empirical world oj flesh arid nature is

fallen or inherently evil and therefore needs to be repudiated as a hindrance in the soul s journey

towards God is regarded by the Church as heresy. This is because, implicit in any such idea, is the

notion ofDuality which is essentially a Manichacn or Gnostic notion, antithetical to Christian

theology. Furthermore, the element oj prophetism that is celebrated by the Church is also denied by

the isolated and hermetic lives that so many mystics kad.Thdprophets preface all their sayings

with, 'Thus spake the Lord' because they are merely mouthpieces of God. For these reasons, many

mystics are tried on charges ofheresy by their own churches. It is also difficult to sift those who are

only theologiansfront those who are. mystics,

The following choice ofChristian mystics may seem arbitrary and, at one level, it is. For each

mystic mentioned, there are several more that arc not, There are also many hundreds whoaie iesset

known,but with as much a place in the history of Christian mysticmSome omissions like Aquinas,

however, can be justified on the grounds that they are on the other side of the thin line that divides

the theologian from the mystic. Finally, the emphasis is more on the experiential, human aspect of

each mystic rather than on their particular theological contributions to Christianity.
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the inward gaze

ST.AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO
(354-430 AD)

"Berber
1

is the name given to the

inhabitant of North Africa* princi-

pally the nationals of Morocco, Alge-

ria, Tunisia, Mauretania and to some
extent, Li by a,The term distinguishes

them from Arabs, from whom
they differ in language^ cus-

toms and appearance.

During i he Roman period,

lasting from about 50 BC to

600 AD, the Berbers in ihe city

became first Latin-speaking

Romanised pagans, then Latin -

speaking Romanised Chris-

tians, among whom was the

great mystic, St. Augustine.,

Bishop of Hippo.

Given his birth, it is no
wonder that Augustine was
deeply influenced boEh by an-

cient classical philosophy and

[ he B tb I i ca 1 1 rad i tsons .His own
life, in fact, is a fascinating

study in the journey from

extreme to the other.

At the age of fifteen* Au-

gustine moved to Madaurus

and from there to Carthage.At

this time he was introduced

and deeply influenced by
Manichacnism,the philosophy

of a Persian of the 3rd century,

who taught that there were two

opposing principles, light and

darkness* good and evil,.

Il was also a period of

profligacy, for Augustine*

spent in ihe company of bead-

strong men, during which time he

fathered a son, Adcodatus, out of wed-

lock. T.S.Eliofs lines,
LTo Carthage

then I came, burning, burning, burn-

ing
1

*
give the intensity of the surrender

to sensuality,

Augustine's conversion was as

dramatic.One day, as he sat in a garden

at Milan, he heard a child call out/ read

the wordf- and upon opening the Bible

at random,came across the following

passage:
l

Not i n rioting and dninkcnnessmol

in chambering and wanronness, not in

strife and envying,but put ye on the

Si. Augustine Bishop of Hippo. Painting

by Botticelli,

*Seek not to understand

that you may believe,

but believe that you

may understand'*

This is a profound doctrine.

Lord Jesus Christ and make not provi-

sion for the flesh to fulfill the lusts

thereof,

Augustine gave up all thoughts of

his impending marriage and was

baptised on Easter, 387 AD.
records several moments

of ‘towering mystical exalta-

tion.
1

The fundamental ques-

tion he began to ask himself

concerned the reality of the

created world: What arc things?

Are they at all? All things

waxed off and with-

ered. All creation was engulfed

by time.... 'Thy years fail

.Thy years are one

today.How many of our and

our forefathers* years have

flowed away through thy lo-

Smoltc and wind are we,

but Thou art from all

eternity unto all eternity.
1

Neo-Platonism entered

deeply into his philosophy and

through him, dominated Chris-

tian thought throughout the first

phase of j Esdevelopmc a t which

lasted till Abelard in the E 2th

However, he was not

a free thinking Platonist. He
a Christian Platonist.

working wuhin the circle of

Christian legacy.

Augustine stressed on the

supremacy of faith. Fast]) must

prececde understanding.
J

Seek

not to understand that you may
believe, but believe that you may un-

derstand'. This is a profound doctrine,

St.Augustine became a priest at

Hippo Regius, Algeria in 391 and by

395 he was Bishop. He died on August

28th, 430..as the Vandals were besciging

Hippo.But his writings changed the

face of Christian theology and he came
io be know'n as one of tlie foremost

Church Fathers. p
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HILDEGARD OF BINGEN
(1099-1179)

Known as the 'Sybil of the Rhine',

Hildegard, Abbess of Ruperisberg, was

one of the most remarkable women oi

the twelfth century. She belongs 10 the

tradition of the great German

(Rhineland) mystics, in company with

Eckhart, Suso and Tauler. Bom in 1099

and inspired by a holy woman called

Julia, Hildegard took the veil at fifteen

and entered the Benedictine monas-

tery. It was at this time that she began

to have visions which, lasted all her life

and which she records, 1 have not been

able to perceive the form of that bright-

ness, Just as [ cannot perfectly see the

disk of the sun.tn that brightness I see

sometimes another Sight, for which the

name Living Light
1

has been given to

me.When and how l see it, I cannos

tell. But when I see jL„ all sadness and

pain are lifted from me and then I have

the ways of a simple girl and not those

of an old woman."

When Ju'tta died, Hildegard took

over as prioress.After a great deal of

opposition, she moved near Bingen.

She began to write prolific ally-hymns

andanthcms*a morality play and a great

number of homilies. She invented a

language that was a mixture of Low

Latin and German. She wrote to kings

and popes,bishops and abbots,often up-

braiding them for abuses rife in the

Chu sc h duri n g that pe r i od:
L

Di vi ne
j
us -

lice shall have its hour The judjemeots

of God arc about to be accomplished.

The Empire and the Papacy + sunk into

impiety, shall crumble away together.

But upon their ruins shah appear a new

nation. Springtime and peace shah reign

over a regenerated world
1

.

in a sense, Hildegard was far ahead

of her time, a feminist, exhorting women

to freedom* power, courage and

strength. In her writings* she has often

been compared to Blake for her u$e of

symbols and i mages. A nd also to Dante,

the Italian mystic pocLln many of her

Hikitgarrf of Bingen, from the I2ih Weisboden Code x

7 have not been able to per-

ceive theform of that bright*

ness, just as / cannot perfectly

see the disk ofthe sun.

In that brightness / see

sometimes another lightfor

which the name 'Living Light
p

has been given to me .

f

visions,? prominent feature is a point

of Lighter a group of such points,which

shimmer and move and arc most often

interpreted as stars or flaming lights.

Often the lights give the impression of

working,boiling or fermenting lhal is

described by so many visionaries from

EzeSdc] onwards.

Hildegard died on September

17th, 1179. Although attempts were

made to canonise her* they were

never succssful, but she is honoured

as a saint in some parts of the

Rhineland. •
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ST.FRANCIS OF ASSISSI

( 1181 -1226)

St. Francis if r Ecstacy of BeMini

Saint Francis (Francesco

Bemadone}, was bom at Assissi in

Centra I Italy. lust before his birth,

Europe u nderwent a great reform
,
w h i oh

made the Church and the Papacy rich

apd corrupt. Disparity of wealth was
amazing.

Francis was ibe son of a wealthy

doth merchant, and so he grew up

amidst pleasure and extravagance. He
was charming and intelligent. An
imprisonment and an illness began to

change Francis's attitude towards

things.He began to get increasingly

drawn towards the spiritual life.He
became a hermit and vowed to ]ead a

3 i fc of uite i s impli ci ty a nd poverty . Soon
the charisma and devotion of Francis

at trac ted si mi farminds an d a 1 stt le com-
munity of Franciscans began to form.

Francis never conformed to the

mundane rituals of the Church. In

St. Clare, he found a lifelong friend

who was also called to the spiritual

way. But women were not encouraged

to indulge 3n any kind of spiritual

adventurism.So Francis founded the

'House of the Poor Ladies 1 where

St. Clare and her nuns took vows of

absolute jroveny.

Much against Francis who wauled

no formalised order, but at the insist-

ence of Cardinal Ugolino.ihe

Franciscan Order came into existence

with very simple monastic rules.

In 1224, exhausted both by illness

and opposition to his beliefs, he re-

signed l he official headship of the Or-

der and began a life of travelling and

preaching.After a profound mystical

experience at Monte Le Verna, he com
posed his magnificent praise of Crea-

tion, the Canticle of Brother mn.
St. Franc is was indeed one of the

most remarkable men of medieval

Euro pc.He has been, for many,both
within and without the Christian alle-

giance, the most attractive saint of

lii story Francis, tlie gay, impulsive,

naive, articulate Italian appears more
clearly than any other historical

character^cm body t he spri ngl ike deli-

cacy of primitive Italian art and

literature. Pits poetic masterpiece, the

Canticle of Brother Sun is a hymn to

the beauty of elemental creation- sun,

moon, stars, wind, water and of natural

life in birds,animals and Bowers:

Bepmlsed

m

v Lord for Siste r Wa ter

Who is go useful and humble and
chaste!

Be praised my Lord for our
sister,Mother Earth,

Who sustains and governs usT

And provides fruits with colourful

flowers and leaves.

In fact, many beautiful stories have

grown around him to be a part of the

local folklore. A lamb presented to him

used to join the monks in worship

before the altar of Mary.When a hare

was presented to him he gently admon-
ished it for getting caught and released

it in the forest Birds earned his greatest

affection-According to a beautiful

legend, Francis once spoke to she

b irds l 'Th ose tha t wc re o n the t i ces flew

down to hear him and stood still while

Francis made an end of his sermon/

Such a spirituality finds an appro-

priate ground in our times especially in

the context of eco- theology The holis-

tic approach of Francis with regard to

the universe could be the starting point

in our reflection on the need for main-

taining the ecological equilibrium in

our cosmosJl is therefore appropriate

that Francis is now called die 'Patron

Saint of the Environment".

St. Francis has been hailed as the

'only iruc Christian
1

since he had a

simpl e,Chn si- 1 i ke capac sty of sei ng a I \

creatures and events from their

ecm remand shared intensely in the Pas-

sio n of Cliri si. 1 L w as he who c rea he d \ he

friar, a new type of religious person,

differing from both the hermit and the

monk,who went out to the poor, and to

the ciiy dwe He recalling die world to

simplicity,

He was oared for in his last weeks

by his long time friend, ScQare.Hc
died op October 3rd, 1 226, and w^as

canonised by Ugolino (Gregory IX).

Two years later, he was interred be-

neath a magnificent basilica bearing

his name. #
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MEISTER ECKHART
( 1260 - 1328 )

in the final stage,He struggled with

language to define this -stage,which is

more like the Nirvana of the Buddhists

nr the Ntrguna Brahman of the

Vedanliwi- God is the absolute bare

unity, the abyss, without a mode and

The trial ofEcfchart Von Hochheim

on charges of heresy opened at Co-

logne in Scpiember 1326. In the fol-

lowing year he travelled to Avignon to

be examined by a papal commission. In

March 1 329 a papal bull condemned as

either heretical or dangerous, twenty

dg hi 'articles
1 drawn from his works.

But to others, he was Meister (Master)

Eekhan,the great German mysi it.

Bom in 1260, he entered the Do-

minican friary at Erfurt and before

]29S P
was elected Prior. Although he

had held various ecclesiastical posts in

Germany, his teachings were regarded

as suspect by the Church. Because of

ihisrnianuscripss of Eckhari'S German

works were .scattered and his Latin

works were largely forgotten after the

1 5th century.

Bekhan drew inspiration from

Thomas Aquinas, Albert Magnus and

from Aristotle. He frequently refers to

Pseudo Dionysius and other mystics,

but his supreme authority was

Si.Augu Stine. Eckhart has a profound

and complex vision of the need to lead

a life that wax tleiformis/God- pat-

terned'- He expounds his mystical

theory by exploring the imagery of

without form, of the silent waste of

diversity.

The final si age is one "where never

darkand light. so many mystics have

done.He also freely used the imagery

of love but wish far greater profundity

than ever before .The Soul is the Virgin

Wife jki whom God the Father begets

his son But this dualism suggested by

the erotic imagery of union fades away

was seen difference, neither Fa-

ther, Son nor 1 loly Ghost, where

there is no one ai home, yet where

the spark of the soul is more at

peace lhan within itself.’ This

doctrine of a unity between God

and Man, a unity so intimate I hat

there would be no need for kneel-

ing and praying,no need for ritual

oi the intercession of the Church

and Priest, was a danger to the

ChurchThe Church met the dan-

ger by condemning him for her-

esy. Only an opportune death

saved him from being burn Lai the

slake.

To be lost in the heights of mystical

experience is not always possible or

necessary; to live a God-oriented life,

where love prepares the ground for

seing God's creative thought realised

in the Logos, the Son is. Eckhart died

in 1328.
•

JULIAN OF NORWICH
( 1 342- 1418)

J Lilian of Norwich was one of a

number of women who have made

their mark on Christian my.Stic ism.

Dame Julian, as she was known, be-

longs to the small band of 14th century

English mystics influenced by Richard

Rollc and Walter Hilton. Like Teresa

of Avi la, sht describes her own expe-

riences instead of offering a thesis on

the theory of mysticism.

The copyist of one of Julian’ s ear-

lier manuscripts speaks of her as a

‘devout woman whose name :s

J Lilian.... a recluse at Norw ich
1

.

Dame Julian refers to herself as *a

simple creature un lettered
1

though her

writings by no means give the impres-

sion that she was uneducated.

Julian was an anchoress or recluse

attached to St. Julian's church in

Norw ich.Hermitages or cel I s coniai ned

one room or more* while others had a

small garden where vegetables could

be cultivated.

Julian’ k book.her only known work

is TV Revelation ofDivine Love.This

largely dealt with her experiences as a

result of her severe illness and on the

meaning of the visions she had Like

Teresa of Avila, Julian had a keen

mind, a fund of commonscnse and an

attractive style, but does not write as a

theologian. Like all mystics., she too

finds great difficulty sn conveying in

ordinary language what she had been

'shown' in her visions.She tells us how

on May Sth, 1373, she experienced a

scriesot visions of die Passion ofChrisL

and in fact, her book has been likened

to a prolonged meditation on the sub-

ject. After a lime of trial and tempta-

tion, she comes to a final reassurance in

a v] sion ,of the indwe 1 1 ing ofGod . There

is an obvious Neo- Fla tonic influence

which can be be accounted for perhaps
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from Julian's reading of the Cloud of

Unknowing and the works of Walter

Hilton,What is impressive in Julian's

writings is her balanced nature and her

sound spiriiual sense.

The south-east wall of Si Julian’s

church in Norwich showed dearly

where the anchoress’s cell once stood

with its window on to the high altar; the

wall was destroyed in an air raid in

1942 and the site has been made into a

chapel adjacent to the restored main

budding. *

THOMAS A
KEMPIS
(1379-1471 )

"Of what use is your subtle

talk about the blcs&cd Trinity if

you are not humble?"

The authorship of the Imita-

tion of Christ, attributed to

Thomas A Kempss, may be a

point of controversy among his-

torian^ but almost everyone is

agreed that it is definitive of his

world view. Immensely practi-

cal, it is a true reflection of the

mystic who was to become a

paragon of asccticism.To 'imi-

tate
1

Christ was to act like him,

but also to act for him and with

hini.lt was to suffer as Christ did

and to sacrifice as Christ had

done.

Thomas A Kempishad a love

for theology or philosophy for its

own sake, and in this he is very

much a part of the tradition es-

tablished by St.FraneisofAssissi,

of mystics who were known for

their personal asceticism rather

than for their theological argu-

ments,
1

1 would ralher/eei com-

punction *» he said, 'than be able

to produce the most precise defi-

nition of if. #

TERESA OF AVILA
(1515- 1582)

Recognised as one of the

greatest Christian mystics,

Teresa of Avila was bom in

Avila where she spent most of

her sixty seven years.Dcspitc

opposi tion from her father, she

entered the Carmelite convent

in Avila, During the eighteen

years that she spent here, she

seems to have had authentic

mystical experiences. She fe!t r

more and more, the need to

live a life of 'strict

observance’ and so, with a group

of 3 ikt-minded nuns she moved

£o another house, also in Avila,

During ihese years, which she

described as her happiest,

Teresa wrote [be first version

of her Life and then. The Wizy

of Perfection. The rest of her

life she devoted to setting up

other foundations which saw

her travelling a lot, negotiating

and working with herhands.She

was considered to be the best

cook in the order! While she

enjoyed the most remarkable and lofty

mystical experiences, she always kept

her feet on the ground. The Lord walks

among the saucepans’, was a famous

saying of hersJn all, she ^et up 19

establishments, including two for

Enen Her chief support came from an

even greater exponent of mystical

theology, John of The Cross.

Her first and important book. Life,

deals with a. treatise on prayer, and the

founding of her convent. Relations is

addressed mainly to her confessors and

spiritual directors. The Way of

Perfection was written for nuns, to

prepare them for a life of mysticism.

The. Interior Casde is her best known

book.lt treats of the progress of the soul

from the earliest imperfect stage Eo [he

final achievement of the
1

mystic

marriage
1

- It is also here that she refers

The Ecstasy of St. Teresa by Oignaroli

to the famous *seventh mansion'' of

Christ, which is the final destination of

the sou ! after i ts pailifu 3
yet exhi \ arat i ng

journey seeking mystical union with

the divine.

Letters written throughout her life

describe her we 11The woman, the

negotiator, the mother, the friend,

remaining a complete human being

even in the times of her greatest mystical

experiences. She had a wide range of

interests and a solid common sense.'it

must bemy nature 1 coej Id be suborned

with a sardine!'

Teresa's mysticism was

refreshingly earthy and endears her to

people separatedfrom her by centuries.

She died on the 4th October, I5&2, at

Alba, which was also founded by her.
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ST.JOHN OF THE CROSS
(1542 - 1591 )

O.buming,burning sweet /

0 wound, O welcome blow !

0 gentle hand,Q touch that

soothes and thrills.

Filling with life complete.

Cancelling all f owe:

Love's sword revives even as it

kills .

These passionate .evocative

lines are written by a man who
entered the priesthood at the age of

twenty one.

St.John of the Cross, the great

Spanish mystic, was a changed

man after he met Teresa of

A vila.who was engaged in the task

of Carmelite re form. She was able

to point out his true vocation which

was to help her found two monas-

teries for Carmelite friars who
wished to follow Lhe primitive

rule.But in 1 575, a vioient reaction

set in against the whole movement

for reform and John was impris-

oned at Toledo, I le was very shab-

bily treated there, hut his spirit

remained unbroken.He managed

subsequently, to escape to south-

ern Spain, The remaining thirteen

years of his life he dedicated to the

Order.

John was a brilliant poet and

much of his mystic theology is

contained in a number of

poems.The Spiritual Canticle is a

long dialogue between the soul, the

Bride and her Beloved, clearly inspired

by the Song of Solomon in the Old

Testament. The Bride complains of her

Lover's absence and tells of her long-

ing fothiatThe.AscentofMount Carmel

is a study of the process by which the

soul reaches the heights of mystical

contemplation,'!
1

wo other works stiou Id

also be mentioned - John's remarkable

drawing of Christ crucified and his

sketch plan of the ascent of Mount

An inspired re-creation of a ftimtiia

r

iheme: the crucifixion by Salvador Dali,

from a drawing of a vision ofSi. John of

the Cro$$.

Carmel, which summarises his teach-

ing on the subject of spiritual and mys-

tical progress,

John's teaching is addressed pri-

marily to the
l

cnclosed\eontcmplative

religious. He says: "Strive not after that

wh ic h i s most easy, bu t after tb as which

is most difficult. ...not after that which

is most pleasant strive not to

desire anything but rather

nothing . 'All desire must be

purged away in the "Night of the

Senses', I he name he gave to the

struggle of the soul with tempta-

tions - moral, psychological and

physical. The Night of Senses,

which is arid and bare is of ordi-

nary occurrence and the Sot of

many.These are the beginners. If

the seeker wins this ardous strug-

gle, there is something more diffi-

cu It to face- *the Ni ght of t he $pi rif

which is for the very few, Here,the

soul is attacked by all the bonds

that are formed between the will,

imagination, memory, the intel-

lect and all finite things of the

earth. The spirit must, by a super-

human effort, free itself from these

bonds and concentrate on ihe infi-

nite, which it cannot do on its. own

strength, but only with the help of

God
All this sounds Impossible*

remote and unattainable. Bui un-

derstanding St.John's mysticism

is not the intellectually demand

-

i ng and d ry affai r it seems !o be
r
nor

is it negative asceticism that he

appears to be advocating. Purga-

tion is essentially positive. It is a

means to an end.

John's poetry is filled with a

sense of the beauty of creation,

which would be impossible in a man
Stripped of all appreciation of natural

reality:

Of flowers and emeraldsfine

Gathered wizen dawn T

s dews gleam,

gay garlands we shall twine

Fragrant withyour love 's tenderbread

i

f

Bound w-'iih one hair of mine.

St.John died in 1-591 at the age of

forty nine. •
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JACOB BOEHME
( 1575 - 1624)

Sidney Spencer, in his hook, My.o

(idsm and World Religion, calls

Boehm e "by far the greatest and most

original of Protestant mystics
1

Bochnte's though! was rooted in Ins

own deep piety and his devotion to the

Lutheran Church to which he remained

faithful all Ins life.

The soil of a prosperous farmer,

Bochme was bom in 1575 at ALL

Seidenbcrg near Gorlitz in Silesia. Lie

beteune a master cobbler, married and

had four children.

One day, as he was looking at the

p]ay of light on a pewter dish, he had

what lie was later to cal fan "illumina-

tion. In his bunk, Aurora, written in

16 L2, Boebme says: ‘What kind of spir-

itual triumph it was, 1 can neither write

nor speak of' it can only he compared

with that where life is horn in die midst

of death and is like the resurrection of

Else dead. 'He was then twenty five.

Throughout his short life, Boehmc
sluggfed with a problem dial oppresses

most of us. In Aurora (Chapter 19} he

explains she spiritual and intellectual

predicament which started him on die

quest for truth: the power of evil in die

world and the harsh doctrine of predcs-

tiiujiioEs which appeared to leave no

room lorhuman free will. For Roeiiine-,

God,who lived in a sphere beyond the

-stars was literally very far away; and for

a man who had been forbidden by die

Church to write after (he publication of

his first book, free will seemed a cruel

joke.

Perplexed and melancholy,

Boehme resolved to 'wrestle with die

love and mercy of God
1

as Jacob in the

Bible had wrestled widi die angel of

God. The result of this -spiritual wres-

tling was the experience of breaking

through ’the gates of hell, even into the

innermost birth and ge nature of the

IX-ity -am I there I was embraced widi

Jove, as a bridegroom embraced i his

dearly beloved bride
1

. He saw also that

in 'yes and ms, atl things subsist ".That

is, i here is a harmonious tension

between ad opposites- free will and

predestination, good and evil.

Hoelime was well versed in

astronomy t in the wri tings of the alclie-

mist and philosopher, Paracelsus and

die symbolism of die Cabala. He was

also influenced by his famous pred-

ecessor, Meisler lick Imrt. Boeluue

would impart his ideas to whoever

would listen. He hoped to inaugurate a

general reform a Linn of Christendom

and die reunion of Catholics and

Protestants.He was bitterly attacked

Boehm# was also influenced

by hisfamous predecessor.

Meister EckharL Boehnie

would impart his ideas

to whoever would listen.

forthis Fbui his wri tings influenced Inter

philosophers and mystic*. including

Hegel ^Schopenhauer and Nicts/dic in

Geimany^William Law and William

Blake in England.

Roe lime tried to understand his

world in the light Of the new science of

die Renaissance and die older mystical

traditions. He had therefore, a vision oE

die world as made in the image of

God Hence, the Holy Trinity was re-

flected in die heavens: the Sky, the Sun

and the light from (lie Spheres which

was die Holy Ghost.Man. too* had rhree

corresponding births: the elemental (or

physical), die astral (or rational), and

die spiritual,which was die divine

essence in every man.To see this

essence, man had to surrender self-

ccnteredness .
•

Geeti Chandra teaches English

Literalw re. at St, Stephens College,

Delhi
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BEDE GRIFFITHS

Ten kilometresfromTimchi rapally

,

in Tamil Nadu, South India, is the

S&tehidananda Ashram, Shantivanam.

This is where Swami Bede resides.The

inmates ofthe ashram are in saffron .the

colour of the clothes of sanyasis in

India. Here J he aim is to establish a

contemplative life on the tradition of

Christian monastiesm and Hindu

sanyasa,

Bede Griffiths was a student at

Magdalen College, Oxford. This was

1925 -two years before he experienced

the presence of mysterious power in

Nature. It was this experience that

drew Swami Bede, as he is known, to

theology.

He ii ved twenty years as a B cited i c -

tine monk in England.The monastery

was peaceful, beautiful, surrounded hy

nature. During this lime he began to

read Hindu .Buddhist and Chinese Phi-

losophy. Soon, he wanted desperately

to relate Christianity to eastern reli-

gions and his preoccupation with this

Western Science, Eastern Mysticism

and the Christian faith.

He was now convinced of the sym-

bolism of science—-a symbolic enter-

prise dial makes the cosmos resolve

itself towards unity through a Web of

interconnected re 3 ation ships.A symbo I

is a sign by which reality is made

present to consciousness. The science

of physics, for example, can be ex-

plained in terms of mathematics. Malb-

ematics is a system of symbols and

numbers are symbols. So it is a sym-

bolic system, which has great value in

thatwe get a symbolic understand! ng of

the universe. But it is still limited. It

does not tell us what reality is.

He found that psychology, which

reality, myth was used as the medium.

He says, 'Poetry and mysticism both

derive from a common sourcc
1

the

ground or depth of the soul where the

mystery of the being is explained. Jl is

an illusion to think that scientific knowl-

edge is true and poelic language, un-

true, Scientific language, above all in

its in ost lyp i ca I form o f Mathematics
,
i s

the most abstract language,, farthest

from concrete reality. Poetry K
or the

language of symbolism is nearer to

reality. Bui truth can be known only by

pure intuition, which is beyond lan-

guage/

The Shanrivanam Ashram.was

founded by two French fathers, the

more well known of the two beings

Henri Le Saux or Swami
Ablmhikrananda. It is now beaded by

Swami Bede, who runs the place on

Shfinliv

was hitherto closed to eastern mysti-

cism was also opening itselfto Vedanta,

Mahayana Buddhism and Taoism in a

new way. Psychology in the West has

Benedictine rules of poverty and

simplicity. Apart from great stress on

meditation and con templatemi he

ashram is involved in social work. In

was instrumental in his arrival to India

in 1955,

While the eastern pan of the globe

was largely preoccupied with 'mysti-

cal development^, science gripped the

Western world.With this science came

materialism wh ichdom i nates the world

today. Father Bede's interest began to

veer towards a synthesising of the di-

rections of science and mysticism.He

started scing the vision in 'new sci-

ence of a closeness to ancient Indian

and Chinese thought and this took him

deeper into the connections between

been confined to emotional and mental

consciousness, which in itself Is very

limited.And now there is a movement

towards Para - psychology, the psychic

and the world of phenomena. How-
ever, in the early Upanishadie tradi-

liom they went beyond the world of

phenomena to the Ultimate Reality,

the Atman, and this is the vision that

the world has lost.

This supreme reality.Swandji feels,

manifests itself in the form of intuition

and imagination in a unified and mys-

tical way. In the expression of [his

prayer too, the symbols are drawn from

Indian traditions and there is an effort

to evolve a distinct Indian liturgy .The

celebration of the Holy Eucharist is as

important there as are the readings

from the Vedas and Upani shads.

Father Bede Griffiths has indeed

made a long journey to India. 'which

taught me to look with i if ,He is modern

in the sense that he is aware and has a

point of view on contemporary issues.

Yet the methodology of their resolu-

tion is a time tested one. •
5, N&ndattumy&tmn
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MYTH

MYTH
THE DENIAL OF THE FEMININE

m The Lang aage
mAnimat

pj l once had the

^privilege to swim

8
with a wild dolphin

and it was easy to

MAIXjOLM^S identify intelligence,

humour, wisdom, and bodily modes of

communication. Here was an animal

who seemed to me totally

unselfconscious and at one with his

environment, while T was curiously set

aside from Ebe natural worEd, E could

only glimpse his reality, and he could

understand something of me, but we
could not touch each other with lan-

guage.

However else you care to define the

human condition* you cannot escape

the dominant fact of human speech. As

George Steiner says* essentially we are

'a language animal’. Jt is our ability,

through the power of speech , to record

the past atid imagine the future (there

are seven different ways of expressing

the future tense in the English lan-

guage) which makes us specifically

different from the rest of nature.

Anthropologists tell us that the real

genius ofhuman evolution is the devel-

opment of language, and the deepest

experience of language is myth. Won-
derful stories speak diree Ely to our inner

selves about the realities of the human
condi tion. Unlike much of the animal

kingdom we are not bom with a set of

elaborate instincts which ensure our

survival
„
nor are we 'pre-programmed'

by the accumulated wisdom of our cul-

ture. Each of us has to Learn, often the

hard way, about the complexities and

paradoxes of life. My Eh is the store-

house. of this knowledge. As language

skills develop in early infancy, so we
hear about the unseen realities of good

MALCOLM BALDWIN

and evil, heroes and villains, creation

and destruction, our place in the world

and the purpose of life. Over the ages*

humankind has given shape to these

stories
^
and in turn they give shape to

our culture and our everyday lives.

Defining Myth

As I sit here on a winter’s evening in

the foothills of the Welsh mountains* \

am acutely aware that a precise dcflni-

tion of the word myth is not easy to

achieve, particularly to distant readers

steeped in a culture so different to mine.

However J believe it is crucial to make
the attempt, for it is often where my-

thologies collide that humankind's

greatest tragedies occur - no one in

India needs reminding of the conflict

between Islam and Hinduism.

So, whai are these powerful stories?

How can wc begin to define their essen-

tial characteristics? There arc no easy

holdall definitions of myth* but they are

best described as unobservable reali-

ties ex pressed as stories. Leds imagine

that an alien space creature from the

planet Mars was to ask the question

“What is a table ?* 1

Mosl of us would

have little, difficulty in explaining the

form and function ofa table. You might

even take your alien friend out to buy a

table in the nearest furniture shop, and

Then all curiosity wouEd be satisfied.

However, suppose on leaving the shop

the Martian says
11

While we 1

re in town

can we buy some universal prosperity?"

Instantly this would plunge you into the

realm of myth - universal prosperity is

not readily available to our five senses

- it exists in another dimension housed

by the imagination.

Ln addition myth has a language all

of its own, which can reach inner levels

of conscious ness in a direct manner

Anyone who has ever visited Cornwall

in ihc west of England will know that it

rai n s a lot, Conseq uentJy the grass grows

thick and fast, and the land is good for

raising dairy cattle. The warm wet cli-

mate also creates ideal conditions for

an abundance of wild flowers where the

bees can work happily all day. So,

Cornwall is renowned for its dairy prod-

ucts and honey. However, if one was to

say that ''Cornwall is a land of milk and

honey*
1

* then to the Western imagina-

tion at least, a new seed of perception

has been planted,

Iudeo“Christian mythology is

deeply immersed in the idea of a land of

plenty - a land ofmi Ik and honey. Such

ideas led the ancient Hebrews from ihc

bondage of slavery in Egypt to the

promised land. It w^a&this dream which

drove western settlers to open up the

It is often where mythologies

collide that humankind 's

greatest tragedies occur - no

one in India needs reminding

of the conflict benceen Islam

and Hinduism.
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New World of the Americas with sue

b

disastrous, consequences for the native

inbabithnts-

Qiie final point l would like to make

on defining myth is its immense power

to transform the world. 1 am always

mindful that some two thousand years

ago, twelve ordinary working men quite

literally changed the course of history

with the mythology of a Messiah - one

who would intercede between man and

God, and save the world. These were

the twelve close followers of Jesus who

in the most unlikely circumstances

founded the new religion of Christian-

ity. One thing you cannot deny is its

immense power - as the novelist Victor

Hugo once said: There is no greater

force known to man than an idea whose

time has come'.

Myth is the vehicle of such ideas,

and we need to be

mi ndful how we use

it. In itself myth is

amoral, it is neither

good nor evil, it

simply points to re-

alities which exist

beyond the senses.

However, wc need

to be alert to the

ways myth can he

interpreted for ere-

alive or destructive

purposes. An ex-

ample of this is

provided by the

denial of the femi-

nine in. western

culture.

Interpretation of Afyth*The denial of

ihe Feminine

r

One of the most persistent ideas in

mythology is that of a golden age when

men and women lived in harmony with

ihe naEural world about them. Then

some "sin
1

or misdemeanor committed

by women destroyed this blissful exist-

ence. Use- writer. Mini an Smart points

to African mythology where the sky

was close to the Earth, so close, that

women removed bits to cook in the

soup. The Gods became angry and

moved out ofteach. In the Judeo-Chris-

Our power oflanguage and

the ability to change the

world, have alienated us

from ihe cosmos ofwhich we

form apart. However in

the past the myth ofAdam

and Eve has received a

more literal interpretation

leading to appalling

consequencesfor women .

tian tradition chapter one of the Bible

describes how the first man and woman

(Adam and Eve) became alienated from

the world and their creator. Having

brought into being the best of all pos-

sible worlds, God befriends Adam and

Eve^ and gives them dominion over the

rest of nature. However, he forbids

them to eat the Fry iE from the tree of

knowledge of good and evil. Tempted

by the serpent, Eve tastes the forbidden

fruit, and then persuades Adam (oeat it.

Divine retribution is both swift and

terrible. The couple are expelled from

their earthly garden of delights
h
and

separated from their creator. Eve is

cursed by the jealous male god for her

defiance:

/ will increase your labour and your

groaning

and in labour you shall bear children.

You shad be eagerfor your husband

[

and he shall be your master

Such simple stories have multitudi-

nous layers of meaning, but in the age

of psychology we have come io realise

that this myih is largely about the loss

of self consciousness - the mystical

reality which (like swimming with a

dolphin) simultaneously bonds and

separates us from nature. Our power of

language and the ability to change the

world, have alienated us from the cos-

mos of which wc form a part. However

in the past the myth of Adam and Eve

has received a more literal interpreta-

tion leading to appalling consequences

for women.

Western Christi-

anity chose to inter-

pret this myth as the
L

sin‘ of Eve/woman
causing Adam/rnan

to fall from the grace

of God and live in

misery and suffering.

Moreover there is an

unspoken mystical

link between Eve-

the mother of

humankind, and the

Earth- (I've yet to

hear of a culture

which refers to
+
Father Earth'). So

the way in which the

myth has been interpreted not only

margins Iises theferntn inc r
bul is a denial

of \ i fc gi v ing proce sses . It is no acc i dent

we talk about barren land or the rape of

virgin rainforests.

ll is not easy to locate ihe precise

moment when mysogony (women ha-

tred) took root in Christian culture, but

by the 4th century AD the doctrine of

original Stn (Eve eating the forbidden

fruit) was in place. Instead of Eve h

s

temptation being seen as part of the

journey lo greater awareness and self-

consciousness, early Church Fathers
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like Tertullian were given to extraordi-

nary outbursts against the female sex:
fcAnd do you not know that each of

you are an Eve? The sentence of God
lives on the sex of yours in this age: the

guilt must of necessity live too. You are

the devil's gateway: you are the unscaler

of that forbidden tree: you are the first

deserter of divine law you destroyed

so easily God's image, man,’ (ike devil

is the embodiment of evil, lord of the

underworld and fires of hell).

Such examples can be multiplied as

formative thinkers in the early church

increasingly denied feminine influ-

ences. Origen castrated himself to avoid

sexual temptation. St. Augustine, saw

his conversion in terras of a sexual

struggle "Lord give me chastity, but

not yet V So the 'sin
5,

of Eve hammered
at Western European consciousness,

and individual problems became col-

lective neurosis. At the Church Council

ofMacon in the 6th century
,
the bishops

took a vote to decide whether women
had souls, The motion was carried by

one vote.

However it was between the years

1300 and 1 650 that Christian zeal turned

on the feminine in the unimaginably

barbarous assault of witch hunting. I

believe that feminine sensibility, and

by implication our relationship to na-

ture has never fully recovered. This

period of European history is known as

the Renaissance. It was a time of mas-

sive social and economic upheaval

when semi-national monarchies were

ousting the religious authority of the

Pope in Rome, when merchants were

replacing aristocrats, and when scien-

tific and geographical discoveries were

challenging the stability of die old world

order.

MYTH

Amidst this rurmoih the spectre of

Eve as tiestrover of man's happiness

continued to disturb the collective con-

scious mind. Woman became associ-

ated with all that was vile, loathsome

and evil and she was to endure centuries

of persecution. On the Jlimsicst of

evidence, the Church authorities

brought unnumberedthou sands to trial.

Simply to he accused of ill wishing or

turning the neighbour's milk sout was
the equivalent of the death sentence.

Estimates vary wildly as to how many
werecondem ned to be ha nged or burned

The "sin
9

ofEve hammered

at Western European

consciousness, and

individualproblems became

collective neurosis. At the

Church Council ofMacon in

the 6th century
, the bishops

look a vote to decide

whether women had

souls . The motion

carried by one vote

.

- somewhere between one hundred thou-

sand and nine million What is certain

ho wever is that vast reservoirs of femi-

nine sensibility were eradicated and

suppressed from Western European con-

sciousness. When in some German cit-

ies as many as 600 witches a year were

hideously tortured and burnt alive, or in

Toulouse in southern France where 4OO

were burnt an a day, it is hardly surpris-

ing that women kept a Sow profile.

The Legacy Continues

A shameful legacy persists into our

time. Women's rights in Europe arc a

comparatively recent pbenomenaT and

women .still have ro fight hard to main-

tain a semblance of equality. The curse

of Eve lives on. The theologian* Karen

Armstrong points out that one only has

to watch television .soap operas to see

the endless reworking of the fallen

women mythology. She writes about a

single episode of an American soap

opera known as Dallas: 'One woman
was in prison* another a chronic case in

a mental hospital, another deserted by

her husband, another cruelly ignored

by the man w ho had just married her.
1

Sadly, and for a variety of reasons,

similar images of women can be drawn
from cultures all around she world,

Clearly we sited careful appraisal of the

myths which shapesuch a inysogonistic

world view, For me it is essential that

men and women otice again share equal

status on this tiny planet, it is the first

requisite for creating a balanced future.

Fo deny half our nature is not only

destructive but absurd. The forbidden

fruit which Five first dared to taste may
open our eyes to these truths. At a time

in history when the natural resources of

this planet are being stretched beyond

their limits of recovery. It would be as

well for us to understand the mystical

connections between the feminine as-

pec ts of nature, mother Earth, anti our

continued survival.

This article is an extract from a

paper delivered at The Schumacher
College in June 1991. ft

Malcolm Baldwin isagiftedteacher, writerand a dedicated environmentalist.

Bom in the U,K, v hc has a B.Ed degreefrom the university ofSusie#. He has

worked in Theatre and as Film Editor mainlyfor Ike BBC TV. He has been
cameraman and director for several BBC productions. He is deeply

committed to organisations such as Green Feace
r Friends of the Earth

Environmental Investigatkm Agency and has produced environmental

educational material.
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ARCHITECTURE

DESIGNING SPACES
CHURCH ARCHITECTURE AND WINDOWS

AN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE

JYOTISAHl

O
ver the last fi ve years I have

been invol ved in the making

of designs fortwo chu rehes-

one in Samba Spur, Orissa,

for the recently established regional

theologaic, and the other, for the

Cathedral in the newly created diocese

of Varanasi.

In 1984, a few of us who have been

concerned with the relation of art to

spirituality, started an 'art ashram
r

in a

village not far from Bangalore, where

my wife and I have been settled and

working for the last twenty ycars.The

purpose of the ashram was to work

towards a ‘visual theology* based on a

spirituality of scing. Much of

western theology has been very

rational and discursive, and

religious concepts have been

largely framed in terms of verbal

expressions. We have felt (hat in

the east, spiritual insights have

been expressed not so much in

terms of articulated ideas as

through ways of seing and

imagining. A theology arising

out of such a \hion{darshnn£i) ¥

would perhaps be more bolissk,

including in it, the intuitive and

I he feeling dimensions of our

sensory perceptions.

j have often been asked to

design windows. This goes back

to an ancient tradition in the

church where windows arc used

as a way of symbolising a

heavenly reality. There are

various reasons for this

development. First of all, at least

in the early church, there was a

reluctance to use statues., which

We have jet! that in the east,

spiritual insights have been

expressed not so much in terms

ofarticulated ideas as through

ways ofseing and imagining.

A theology arising out ofsuch

a vision(darshana), would

perhaps be more holistic,

including in it,

the intuitive and the feeling

dimensions ofour sensory

perceptions.

Salisbury Cathedral.
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seemed to be too material when

depicting spin tu ali ly in its w hole depth

.

Secondly, front veiy early on in (he

development of Christian mysticism,

there was a great stress on lighi.The

interior of the church was supposed to

be filled with light. This gradually led

loan effort to make the windows bigger

and bigger in ofder to lei in more

lightrClimatic conditions in northern

Europe meant that (hese windows had

to be c losed i n order to keep die interiors

wami.And so, stained glass windows

were the perfect solution to both she

spiritual and the practical needs of the

worshipper.

The siai ned g lass wi ndow-

is essentially a trans parent

wall and appropriate-

structural formsw ere devised

in order to make these

transpar ent walls as effective

as possible. Because the

windows took over more and

more wall space, (hey tended

to displace murals and were

increasingly used to depict

stories and themes from the

^ B ) hie. Bui shese stained glass

^ windows were not only

£ illustration?!- They also

£ contained a deeply mystical

% purpose. The faith itself was

| conceived of as a kind of

< window, through which

heavenly light could pour into

^ the heart of the believer, in

^ the process, lighting up
1

, so

=^to say, various symbols and

| stories through which the

u worshipper experiences a

light which comes from
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beyond a]] images.

In contrast the Indian

sense ofmystery has derived

much of its inner

significance from the dark

spaces of ancient caves.

Thus
h ihe holy of holies of a

temple in Indian culture, has

tended to be a dark space.

The worshipper comes to

the temple as a pilgrim from

outside. Undoubtedly,,

again, climate has contri-

buted to the understanding

of sacred space.The need

for shelterfrom Ehe blinding

sun and cross ventilation has been more
important than that of light. Here, light

has been Limited to what is simply

needed sn order to sec, leaving much to

the suggestive imagination which
prefers the haJ flight of sandhya in

order lo find deeper hidden meanings.

Perhaps for ibis reason the jati or

veil has been the preferred

covering for open spaces leading

i itfo arehitecturn! structures .The

jati functions not s.o much as a

solid wait as a kind of divider,

allowing for the free passage of

air whilst limiting visual spaces

and physical movement .Thejati

can be compared lo a spider^

web .More mys tic ally, it is like a

woven veil that covers reality. In

this way,thcjali is itselfasymbol

ofcreation which spans over the

ultimate mystery which is

described very often as pure

space,

Reflecting on these ideas, I

have been trying lo design jati

patterns, which can be used in

Indian churches, drawing on the

underlying traditions lobe found

both in Christian and Indian

mystical thought, In the jail

pattern,spaces themselves become a

decorative feature ,ln ‘reading
1

a jali

design,we have lo gel used to the way
of seing space as a form in itself—‘the

line which delineates this space is the

only ‘ materia V e!ement.Therefore,this

docs require a consciousway oflookings

Jati Trellised screen in the Narasimhaj

haveti temple

since our tendency is? to penetrate

through the spaces and not recognise

them as forms in themselves

J

remember, when 1 was learning how to

draw, a teacher told me, Try lo see a

space as something with limits - the

limits arc ihe lines which enclose tile

Church as Mandata* St. Mary's Cathedral,

Illustration: Jyoii Sahi.

space'" .Th iscame lome as a revel atiom

1 had never looked at spaces before

—

I had always treated them as nonentities.

This has provoked my interest in

the mandate, and to what I would like

to call,
k

a visual eco-thcology\We tend

to think of nature only as objects but,

actually, what we arc calling nature is

a whole pattern of

relationships, a network

A Taoist poem in the

class! c Tao- Ttr-Ch i,poi n t ^

out that the use of a thing

like a pos or a house does

not lie in its solid

appearance, but in [he

which are

within, Thar is

§,why
h perhaps, one of the

^ most important elements

=|
of the Indian home is the

|
inner courtyard.

^ The mandate is the

basis for an Indian concept

of space. At the centre of the mandate
there is an open space. A IE around this

space is an enclosure - this is (he

circumference of ihe circle. In

meditating on the mandala , we move
from the outside, inwards. All sacred

places in India are based on the structure

of the mandate rJo approach the

mandate,one cannot go

directly, but rather through a

process of circ umarnbu] ation.

The worshipper goes round

the memdaia before attempt ing

to enter Ihe inner space. In

various churches and chapels

which ! have been designing,

I have tried to base an

understanding of Indian

cedes iology or sacred space

on the structure of the

mandate -The windows around

Ehe church are not so much for

the purpose of enclosing

people within the church as

for allowing people who arc

outside the church to have a

glimpse into the church .The

windows are ways of

experiencing from the outside

,

rhe inner space .

The windows* in a way,represent

creation. In our journey towards the

centre, we look through the spaces of

creation,

ReceniJy^ I have been working on

windows for the Cathedra]
i n Varanasi.

I have always been fascinated by the

city of Varanasi This assent sacred

Vti wjiaxi,
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city seems to contain within it the

mystery of the whole of creation - in a

way, it is like die microcosm of the

whole uni verse ,The symbol of the

sacred city by the holy river is

archetypal, i .e „ this symbol can be found

in cultures ail over the world.

There are great many cities built on

the banks of rivers - Rome on the River

Tiber* London on the River Thames,

though nobody has really visualised

diem as holy rivcrs.B u t the RiverGangs

on whose curving bank the city of

Varanasi has dung for nearly 2500

years, has been one of the most central

symbols of Indian culture. Often in

western thought, the city occupies the

centre and the river flows around the

city .lt is as though culture, which the

city symbolises has taken over the inner

space. But here, the city seems to be

part of the circumference. Nature and

wilderness, remain central in the primal

world view of Indian spirituality.

The river is like the pause between

nature and culturedn its wild moods it

shares in the ambivalent, dangerous

aspects of nature. But, in India, the

river also symbolises wisdom-The great

Christian artistand poet. Will iam Blake-,

saw in the city, a figure of the human

mindThe city for him was almost like

a hollow skull, into whose space we

might gaze to discover hidden

thoughts .That is why he called the city

of his imagination Golgooooza, from

GolgothaTwhichmeans the skulLChrist

was crucified at Golgotha, the place of

the skull.

In the series of windows which I

have designed for the Cathedral at

Varanasi, I have tried to explore this

basic symbol of the sacred city on the

banks of the holy river The life ofJesus

can be seen as a journey leading from

his baptism by the holy river of Jordan

to his crucifixion outside the walls of

the city of Jerusalem, which
_

like

Varanasi, has been seen as a sacred city

by many important religions-Judaism h

Christianity and Islam. Jesus, like the

mystic Kabir, was very critical of the

religious narrow- mindedness ofhistime

in Jerusalem. Yet he dearly loved the

The New Jemxateift pictured as Mandula

Grill design Samb&lpur, inspired by

adivasi designs

cityand wept over i twhen he prophesied

that it would he destroyed again aEld

again. Beyond the political city he

envisioned a *Ncw Jerusalem' a holy

city which cannot be taken over by

earthly powers. In the Book Of
Revelationsjrhis city is described in

mytho-poctic tcrms-Gnce again at the

centre of the future city we find

enshrined, not a proud human being,but

a sacrificed animal .The city is not meant

to dominate creation, to exploit and

destroy its cnvironmem,polluting the

j|
waters from which i t is meant to derive

its life and beauty.

^ The essential significance of the

.1 Book of Revelations is an ecological

3 one.Coming as die last book in the

i B ible, it brings us back ful I circle to the

Genesis which is the fim F
m which the

creation of the world as we know it is

described symbolic ally-In the Book of

Revelations we are reminded that

everything is interconnected.You

cannot destroy a partwithoul destroying

the whole. Human culture and history

cannot be divorced from the whole

cosmos. Wars, pestilences, the human

thirst for power are all part of a much

wider canvas which include what

St. Paul called, 'principalities and

powers' which rule the whole

cosmo&ThiS is very close to the Vedic

idea of rite,the cosmic order (presided

over by the God Varuna) which is

celebrated noi only by sacred ritual,

but also by ethical ‘righteousness
3

. Only

^ when human beings can learn to be
v* ...
£ righteous as well as spiritual will the

r: balance of nature be maintained. It is

,| this balance or right-ordering of

| creation which works of art proclaim.

§ And it is in depicting this essential

reality that art has a spiritual message

to give. ®

Jyoti Sahi is well known to Christians in India and abroad as an artist and

writs/
1

.He has always been concerned with the development ofIndian Christian

cultureJurying had deep experiences with Hinduism and Indian art.He trained

in London r then spent some years with Father Bede Griffiths in

Shanlivanam r Tamit Nadu.He and his wife have begun an ashram near

Bangalore
i
inspired b yTagore *s Shantin ike-tan, Jyoti Sahi has writtenanumber

of hooks and produced art workfor numerous chapels all over India.He h a

founding member of the Indian Christian Art Association.
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HOME OF THE ALTAR

THE HOME OF THE
ALTAR

Christwas portrayed as the Cosmocraior

or 'Lord of the Universe',

The most norable instance of
arc hi tec lu ral s_ymbolism that developed

tn Byzantine churches* and has become
a feature ofEasternOrthodox churches*

is the iconostasis. This is a screen,

covered with icons which cuts of the

sanctuary from the congregation b the

I

Ostelar Church Bornholm island, Denmark (twelfth century) (fimeii&nal)

Early Christian architecture, seems
to have been functions] in origin ;it

provided a place where the faithful

could assemble for the celebration of

the Eucharist and other rites.Indeed „the

aliar for the Eucharist and the baptistery

(often a separate building) constituted

the two basic items that were needed
for the ritual practice of
Christianity.When it became legally

possible in the fourth century for

Christians to build churches,

coiitemporary architectureal styles were

followed. The basilica, with a semi-

circular end or apsctbccame the general

form of ChristianchurehcsThesc early

buildings incorporated no specific

symbolism in their basic architectural

plan. Depending on the resources of

their communities, the interiors were
richly decorated with coloured mosaics

depicting sacred figures and biblica]

see ncs .Some Limes an element of
archi tee tural symbol! sinwasintroduced

by representing the hemisphericaldome
ofthe apse as the hcavcns*againsE which

nave. Its doors are closed during the

celebration of the Eucharist,

symbolising the holiness of the rites

performed inside the sanctuary by the

clergy.

The Gothic cathedral epitomised

the ideals and aspirations of medieval

Christianity in the West. In its structure

and decoration it represented the

Heavenly Jerusalem. It was designed

as a setting for the Drama of the Mass,

in which was ritually re-enactcd the

divine mystery of man's salvation by

Christ.The High Altar was therefore

the focus of attention, and it was se t in

a harmony of structural lines,

symbolising the perfection of balance

that characterised the medieval
conception of the universe.This
geometrical imagery was enhanced by

the richness of colour provided bv

hangings and vestments, and by the

light streaming through stained-glass

Cmcanica Church. (Byzmiive)
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windows,

In contrast lo the Byzantine chu rch,

Lhc Gothic; cathedral was designed to

enable the faithful to see the ritual

presentation of the sacramental body

and blood of Christ in circumstances of

[he utmost solemnity and beauty.

But that was not all.The cathedral

provided not only the setting

appropriate to the divine mystery of the

Mass, it also taught the faithful the

great truths of their religion. ItK

sculptures and coloured glass depicted

the incarnation ascension and majesty

of Christ, the coronation of the Virgin

Mary, and the Last Judgement

Christum Declaration on Nature

Fmher Lanfrancho Serrini, Minis-

ter General of the Franciscan or-

der, Frati Minnri Conventual

i

The Fathers of the Church un-

derstood well the marvel of mans
dual citizenship and the responsi-

bility it placed upon him.

...man's dominion caiiitoi be

understood as licence to abuse,

spoil, squander or destroy what

God has made to manifest his

glory. That dominion cannot be

anything e lse than a stewardship in

symbiosis with all creatures...

Many are die causes of die

ecological disasterwhich mankind

faces today. Christians repudiate.

1 . All forms ofhuman activity-

wars, discrimination, and destruc-

tion of cultures-which do not re-

spect die- authentic interests of the

human race, in accordance with

God s will and design, and do not

enable men as individuals and as

members of society to pursue and

fulfil their total vocation within

the harmony of the universe.

2. All ill-considered exploita-

tion of nature which risks destroy-

ing it and, in lum n to snake man the

victim of degradation.

In the name of Christ, Chris-

tians cal! upon all men and women

to pursue:

1 . A synthesis between culture

and faith:

2. Ecumenical dialogue on the

goals of scientific research and on

the environmental consequences

of the use of its finding;

3. The priority of moral values

over technological advances,

4. Truth, justice and die peace-

ful coexistence of all peoples.
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MUSICAL OFFERING

n the beginning was the ward.

Maybe many Bible scholars

will not agree with me, but,

as a music lover, 1 like to

imagine that this word is QM ( in she

Christian rituality, AMEN), the

primordial sound, the sound of sounds,
the first vibration

f
the original energy

from which all things are derived. Chris-

tianity, like all other religions, has made
and still makes a great use of music

while performing its rites. We have

already seen irtVoJ. 1; Issue 4 ofTHE
EYE, how the Gregorian Chant was
bom essentially as a form of emotional

cohesion in the assembly of devotees

during collective prayers. Its technical

Structures were quite simple, and that

was its strong point. It was feasible to

use the Gregorian Chant as a religious

chant by any member of the community
in order to create a stronger mystic

energy, which could pervade, like a

multiplied echo, the souls of all the

devotees.

Now let ns take the evolution of

music a bit further After all thedabo-
rations and explorations which derived

from Gregorian Cham, the first impor-

tant step was taken a few centuries

later, in 1500, by Pierluigi da Palestrina

with his polyphony. For the first, time

music no longer consisted of one
sequence of notes sung either by a

soloist or by ,a choir, but of several

melodic Sines which entwine and over-

lap, in order to create a poJyhnomatic

fabric of great emotional effect. Po-

lyphony was the first step towards

perfecting harmony by the use of si-

multaneous sounds. In Western music,

the twelve notes (seven plus five

semitones, the smallest intervals be-

tween sounds accepted by tradition and

musical theory) are Lied to each other

by preferential relations, according to

which, if a composition is written in a

certain tonality, it means that the

composer will use prevakntely the notes
which are tied to that tonality, usually

seven out of twelve. A new theoretical

system wa^ arising, more and more
complex and technically perfect. At
first glance

„
itcou Ed have disturbed the

THE
MUSICAL

OFFERING OF

BACH
PAOLO QU1RCIO

mystical urge ofcomposers and created,

in their place, a group ofcold, uninspired

eseculers of rules written a priori.but
this, fortunately did not happen. On the

contrary, the technique of harmony,

-supported by the inspiration and genius

of great composers like Monteverdi,

Bach, Mozart, just to quote a few,

became an open and extremely wide
language.

Among these great musicians, I

would like to dwell upon Bach in par-

h is this very habit ofminute

exploration, ofmethodic

research, ofthe extrapolation

ofeach single point, ofthe

searchfor the macrocosm

inside every microcosm,

that makes Bach the most

religious among Western

musicians.
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lieu la r r the one who can probably be

considered the most mystical among
the classical European composers. He
belonged to a fa ratty of musicians with

sirong Protestant traditions. He started

playing in religious ceremonies when
he was only a boy, and soon became
Chapel Master* a sort ofcourt musician

specialised in religious music. After

the death of his first wife, he married

Anna Magdalena and had twelve

children in all.

In his long life, Bach composed an

impressive quantum of work* always
of excellent quality, with peaks of ab-

solute genius. He was a great scholar

and theorist loo. He corrected the irn-

perfeclions of the mus teal scale
, created

the tempered scale and wrote. The Well

Tempered Keyboard, a very vast opera

in which he explores minutely, the use

of the new scale. Ir is this very habit of

minute exploration, of methodic re-

search of the extrapolation of each

single point, of the search for the

macrocosm inside every microcosm,

thal makes Bach the most religious

among Western musicians. His vast

number ofrel igious works include hm
dreds of Cantatas, vocal compositions

based upon parrs of the Old and New
Testament, several Masses, including

the wonderful A mi nor one, and die two
Passions, one according to John and the

other according to Matthew. But it is in

the purely musical compositions, the

'secular
1

ones, that Bach’s mystical

concept of sound becomes more
iransparem.

Among his many instrumental

works* I would like to quote one in

particular, in order to make my point

clearer: the Passacagiia in Cminor

<

for

the solo pipe organ. In ancient times,

tlte Passocagtla used to be a dance

tempo of Spanish origin (it means to

Cress the road), very often used by
baroque composers.The composition

starts with an eight bars round of pedal

bass notes the bmso ostinato, which
will goon, with very little variation, for

the first half of die work. This round is

followed by the exposition of the ibeme.

in the same eight bars length, based on
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J,S. B&cK Fugue iti D major (aj OS nutated, with rhythms written in French overture

style: {b} as these rhythms way bt interpreted by sharpening them in performance:

5

the same sequence of chord* 4$ the

bass. Bach borrowed this from a minor

French composer of the former cen-

tury. After the exposition he wrote

thirty-six variations on die theme, each

eight bars long, and finally a Fugue.

The word Fugue mean* 'escape' and

describe* a composition form

characterised by its continuous and

pressing development endowed with

great rhythmic tension. Someone who

has never heard this music, imghi think

that thirty-six variations on a short eight

bars theme i* just a claustrophobic

exercise of calligraphic bravado, for

virtuoso's sake.

Perhaps SO regarding other

composers who did not have the deeply

spiritual background Bach hud.Stariing

from an intentionally narrow theme,

restricted both in size and quality, to

create a castle of notes and a structure

of sound which seems to knock directly

on Heaven's Gate, is like observing a

grain of wheat and suddenly reals? sue

that in that minute thing is enclosed the

secret of life. To realize that in this

apparently negligible quantity of matter

is enclosed the power of self-

regeneration and self-perpetuation :the

vital breath that God breathed into

Adam 1

s lungs, i s nothing but theCosmic

Breath, the sacred sound OM

This sense of sound research, so

developed in Bach, is not very different

fromtheafmpin Indian classical music.

Just as the Indian musician explores al!

the possibilities given by a particular

ruga, with all the different variations,

endless facets of the same precious

gem, so Bach explores the base mate-

rial* dividing atom by atom, to put it

back together in a greater structure

which rises, almost liberating, as an ode

10 God. Beauty, in music and ail other

art forms, is not the author's singular

creation; it simply reflects the harmony

of Creation, with its pulsing rhythm or

its moments of ecstatic peace.

An admirable example of this quest

for the orderupon which music is based,

is the Musical OfferingAn the spring of

Startingfrom an intentionally

narrow theme, restricted both

in size and quality, to creale a

castle ofnotes and a structu re

ofsound which seems to knock

directly on Heaven '$ Cate p

is like observing a grain of

wheat and suddenly realizing

that in that minute thing is

enclosed the secret of life;
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1647, Bach went as a guest to King

Frederik's court, where his son was

working as Chapel Master. The King

was an amateur musician and, together

with the court musicians, had written a

short composition, full of tricks - a sort

of musical riddle, to test the well known

skill of the Chapel Master's father,That

very nighi, Bach composed a few

variations and, a few days after his

return home, he sent m a complete

series of works based on that theme.

Being a gift to the King, this collection

was called Musical Offering .Thesecom-

positions, which have been an object of

study and almost an object of cult for

many a musicologist, reveal not just an

astonishing knowledge of musical

theory .
They also reveal a deep knowl-

edge of the mathematical order hidden

behind every part of it. Some items are

aynunetFical :they can be read bothfrom

left to right and vice versa, not changing

the final result. Some, in two

voices(composed of two distinct

melodic lines simultaneously played

by two instruments) are visually

symmetrical. This means that, if in die

score of the first pan notes go upby one

space, in the second score they go down

by the same measure and vice versa. It

might seem trivial, but we must

remember that order in the pentagram

is noi always reflected in musical order

and pleasantness.

Other piecesembodymore and more

complex musical and mathematical

artifices, probably the most compli-

cated ever written in the history of

Western classical music. The risk of

such an operation could have been pure

virtuoso again, an exhibition of an

unlimited theoretical knowledge. Buk

once again, deep spirhuality, faith,

sincere inspiration, all that an Indian

would call bhakti, have made such

rigorously analytical research give life

to a magnificent synthesis, which can-

not leave the most intimate pari of the

Listener indifferent- Research for Bach

was simply an act of comprehension of

a great aspect of the Divine,: the aspect

of order, of beauty, of the purest and

*ubslcst energies. m
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ENGLISH POEJ'RY

CHRISTIAN MYSTICISMAND
ENGLISH POETRY

SEEMITA RAY

As we have already seen, the

experience: of mystical union orn direct

comm union with the Ultimate Reality

is what is generally known as

mysticism. If in the Indian context the

bhakii poets used different symbols

drawing from Eastern religions, the

Western world has seen various mystic

poets drawing from Christianity,

By the 3rd century ADX-hristianity

had yielded to the Occident and Latin

was the iingua-francaBy the 6th

century, when the conversion of the

English lo Christianity hegan Ra rich

Christian literature in Latin was already

in existence and it paved the way for

religious narratives composed in the

vernacular,

By the 7 th century, Eng! i six religious

poetry began with an unusual vividity

with the compositions of an illiterate

farm hand caiied Caedmon,who laid

c la im to havingmany visions . Relig ions

verse by Cynewulf and a host of

anonymous writers flourished m this

time. These writers drew their sources

from the BibIe,often giving the poems

a didactic turn,

The Norman conquest of England

in I0ri6+ opened the floodgates of

coitunentaJ influence. Soon anonymity

gave way to identifiable names like

Langlandand Gower, At lit is

lime we also see the

evolution of Christian

liturgy into full Hedged

religious dramatic cycles of

Mystery plays like the

Miracleand Morality plays.

Ali art was inspired by

the Bible and the character

of literature and painting

took on Jin inward gaze,

Shakespeare's
contemporaries are perhaps

the first prominent poets to

bring a degree of muscle

and sinew to the poetic

expression of mystical

experiences, From
gentleness and humility to

indignation and rage .these

poets recorded their entire

gamut of emotions in their

work asevidemin the poetry

Jof Walter Raleigh and

^George Herbert.

|
In Hcnnaiusance poetry,

E questioning was the

cornerstone of mysticism and no one

questioned with more energy and faith

than these poets.For example, as in

Francis Quarles;

Where is Life but in Thine eyes

And yet thou turns t thyface.and

fly
1

jt at me
And yet / sue for Grace and thou

deny'st me

Speake,art thou angry, Lord, o r onely

try'st me?

Doubt, anger and incomprehension

led lo a dynamic dialogue with

God. Another example:

/ .ram my back to thee, but to receive

Correaionsjiit thy mercies bid thee

leave ,

O think me worth thy anger,punish

me,

John Donne’s poetry became the

mirror of its day, and who can read

without a thrill*

Death be Nos Proud:

Though some have caiied thee

Mighty and dreadfuUJor thou art not

so.

And again:

Batter my heart, three person'd God

;

for you

As yet knocke, breathe r shine r md
seek to mend;

That I may rise, and stand, overthrow

mee. md bend

Yourforce, to break?, blowe, bume
and make me new,

(Sonnet),

Visionary poetry has always had a
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strange power of its own and, although

a century or more operate them,

Vaughn, Crashaw and R hike’s visions

share the same mystic bond:

/ saw eternity the other night

Like a great Ring ofpure and endless

light

AH calm as it w^u bright.

(Vaughn)

Vaughn s casual beginning belies

the intensity of his vision, but Blake

compresses his in te n si ty intoimmedi ate

and moving images. He is able to

See the world in a grain ofsand

Rea^y in a wildflower;

To hold infinity in the palm ofyour

hand
And eternity in an hour.

And there arc faint echoes of the

opening cadences of Raleigh's ‘give

me my scallop shell of quiet' in:

Bring me my sword ofburnished gold

Bring me my arrows of desire

Bring me my shaft, 0 clouds unfold!

Bring me my chariots offire.

Blake's anti materialist stance is

evident in all Ins poems such as Songs

of Innocence and Experience,

Marriage of Heaven and Hull,

Jerusalem
, ctc.Tbese arc expressions

of a powerful mind imbued with the

belief in the prophetic power of poetry

and an.He saw his task as one in which

the eyes or man 1

could be turned'

inwards into the world ofthought* . Blake

belongs to that school of mystics who
repudiate allegiance to the Church. In

an age when the Romantics were

repudiating allegiance to any
establishment and institution, Blake

provided a vision for their anarchy and

a divinity to their beliefs.

The Victorian age was assailed by

its sense of doubts Eind fears due to
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economic and industrial upheavalsand

colonial expansions.However* through

it all, poets like the Brownings
continued to reiterate their mystical

sensibilities;
+

All we have willed or

hoped or dreamed of good shall

exist
1

. ..{Abt VoglerJ.

The last quarter of the 1 9th century

saw the emergence of Christian mystic

poets like Francis Thompson and

Gerald Manley Hopkins. Thompson's

poem. Vie Hound ofHeaven

,

uses the

symbol ofthe hound, a drastic breakway

from the traditional Christian symbols

like the eagle, the phoenix, the lamb or

the peiicmThe poem rises to majestic

heights as the soul flees the labrynthine

ways of the mind blown open with the

energy of the divine approach:

/ fled Him, down the nights and down

the days;

lfled Him, down the arches of rHe

years;

lfled Him down the labyrinthine

ways

Ofmy own mind; and in the midst of

tears

f hidfrom Him , and under running

laughter.

Thompson's contemporary, Gerald

Manley Hopkins gave to language the

fluidity of music and the vividness of

paint with the suppleness of dance and

the precision of sculpture. Prosaic

notions of grammar and accepted

vocabulary were thrown to die winds in

the onrush of his mystic celebrations:

/ caught this morning morning's

minion
h
kingdom ofdaylight 's

dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn falcon,

in his riding of the rolling level

underneath him steady air, and

striding

High there a htfw he hung upon the

rein ofa wimpling wing

tn his ecstacy f

(The Windhover- To Christ my
Lord

%

The falcon is a traditional symbol
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Of Christ but, Hopkins finds cause for

the celebration of God in ail creation;

be to God for dappled things-

For skies of coupled colour as a

brinded cow;

For rose-moles in all stipple upon
the trout that swim:

Fresh-firecoal chestnut fails; finches

wings...

Me fathersforth who's

beauty is past change

Fraise Him f

iPied Beauty),

Witness in two world

wars, TVS r Eliot's poetic

outburst is a most
impressive record of

man's sense of isolation,

spiritual alienation, in-

comprehensibility and

decadence. But if The

Wasteland is a picture of

the moraJ vacuity of man,

Eliot's later poems, from

Ash Wednesday to (be Four

Quanetsttepici the mystical

se^trcli tor the restatement

of the Christian belief:

Do not suddenly break the

branch, or

Hope to find the white

hart behind the wall

Seek only there

Where the grey light meets the green

air

The hermit *s chapel, the pilgrim
r

s

prayer.

{Uskfi

From Caedmon to Eliot may seem

a tong way, but (he common thread of

Christa an mysticism has exercised a

quiet inlluence on world literature as a

whole .The wheel is yet to come full

circle as aspects of Christianity and its

linkages with oriental cultures arc yet

to be fully explored But die search for

the quiet eye at the centre remains, as

mystical sensibili ties continue to inspire

many more recent poets.

What we call the beginning is often

the end

And to make an end is to make a
beginning

The end is where we start from... .

{Little adding).

Seemita Ray teaches English

literature at Hans Raj College,

Delhi University.
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BLACKAMERICAN
SPIRITUALS

SARA STRYKER

O black and unknown bards of long ago

Haw came your lips to touch the sacredfire?

Ifows in your darkness* did you come to know

The power and beauty of the minstrel's lyre ?

Who firstfrom midst his bonds lifted his eyes?

Who firstfrom out the still watch T lone and long
r

Feeling the ancient faith ofprophets rise

Within his dark-kept soui hurst into song

?

-James Weldon Johnson
The power of faith;

B
lack American spirituals

have been a source of mu-

sical inspiration around the

world. Known for their

simple language, highly poetic im-

ages that tug on the emotions- and

compelling 2-4 rhythms that cm
courage listeners to sing along, dap

or tap their toes^ you can hear

spi rituals sung evtrySunday i n black

Baptist or Methodist churches, on

radio broadcasts or stereo record-

ings in many homes in the United

states.

The spiritual was one of several

aits that sprang hom the GreatAwak-
ening, a a moment to renew the

Protestant Christian faith in 18th

century New England. Its musical

roots include traditional church mu-

sic, such as the hymns of Isaac Watts

(1674-1748) and folk melodies of

West African tribes to which many

slaves once belonged. Later,

spirituals were a vehicle to teach

slaves English and religion. They

grew in popularity in the American

South among field workers, who sang

to organize their work in groups and

io distract themselves from back-

breaking physical labour. The songs

were a powerful indictment against

slavery. A Civil War commander of a

black regiment called spirituals " codi-

fied songs of protest,'

Spirituals evolved into an oral tra-

dition by which illiterate slaves chroni-

cled their cycle ofwork and holidays.

After emancipation through die Civil

Rights Movement, spirituals were used

to protest social isolation and life's

injustices and continue to express deep

religious devotion. This music has in-

fluenced composers from Antonin

Dvorak to Virgil Thompson and musi-

cal forms fromjazz to hip-hop. Current

performers include the Winans and

Aretha Franklin and Al Green. You

can hear traces of the spiritual in the

popular music of M-C. Hammer and

Boyz II Men.

Using highly emotionally charged

words and choruses to rouse the audi-

ence, spirituals touch on every aspect

of the Christian experience, including

Jesus Christ as Lord, Satan as the Evil

One, Death and Life, Love and Hate,

Heaven and Hell, War and Peace, Vio-

lence and Nonviolence, Patience and

TransitotinesSr

0 the religion that my Lord gave me,

Shines like a mom in' star

0 Brother, Mourner- Sister, you'd

better believe, believe

To shine like a mornin' star

**

1 build my house upon de rock -
O

yes- Lord!

No wind, no storm can blow 'em

down, O yes. Lord

!

».of God's forgiveness:

G, I'm happy!

Left my burden 1

At the river!

In the valley!

Going to Heaven!

Now, I'm getting happy!

„*of Salvation:

There is a Balm in Gilead, To make

the wounded whole

There is a Balm in Gilead, To heal

the sin-sick soul.
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THE SPIRITUAL JOURNEY
OF HENRI LE SAUX - ABHISHIKTANANDA

ODETTE BAUMER DESFEICNE

W ith reference to all that

he had written, Henri Lo

Saux once said: Tt is all

biography. .... it comes
from the confrontation of Christianity

and Hinduism (Vedanta) which has been

at the centre of my life since

the periods 1 spent in the caves

ofAmnachala, but everything

has been rethought by the

mind in the aura of a double

culture
1

. It is this tension re-

sulting from the "presence of

the Upanishadsand the Gospel

in a single heart' which actu-

al Ey lay at the source of his

extraordinary interior journey

during a quarter of a century,

that is, all die time he lived in

India^from his arrival in 1948

until his death in 1973. His

tetters.and espec La 1
1 y h is d t ary

allow us to follow the actual

course of his spiritual

evolulion
s as it gradually do

veloped and approached what

the. Upani shads call the 'fur-

ther shore\ where speech,

having rejoined its source,

becomes silence.

Henri Lc Saux was bom in

Brittany in 1910, the eldest of

eight children. H is parents kept

a grocery business at StBriac.

While stil 3 young, he expressed

the desire to be a priest. At the seminary

his superiors, finding him a bright

student, wanted to send him to Rome
for further studies, bur he refused be-

cause he felt called to the monastic life.

As the age of nineteen he entered

the Benedictine Abbey of StAnne of

Kergonan, where he successively filled

the posts of librarian and professor.

When he was appointed 'master of

ceremonies
h

he took up his duties with

immense enthusiasm, since he passion-

ately loved the liturgy and Gregorian

Chant. Later, he wrote to his sis ter, a

now l have discovered a melody which

is mure perfect than any other melody:

I lose myself in the silence of the QM-
tiit sacred Vedic syllable, symbol of

the Absolute'- At the beginning of the

Second World War he was

mobilised.Taken prisoner in 1940 w ith

his whole regiment, be succeeded in

escaping by hiding in a field of com.

We know from a letter which Henri

Le Saux wrote to Jules Monchan in on

August 14th,. 1947, that his desire to go

ro India to establish a strictly

contemplative monastic life

dales back to 1 934, that is,

when he was twenty four. In

1945 his Abbot gave him

permission to take certain

steps wi th a view to realising

this 'most ardent desire* . that

'dream which was the object

of his ceaseless thought and

prayer
1

. It was through a

magazine article that he was

put in touch with the French

pnesb Jules Monchanin. the

pioneer of an authentic

dialogue with Hinduism.

The latter had already Jived

for some years in South

India,where he had been

leading' a life devoted to the

understanding bind service

of lndia,guided by a single

desire: to incarnate Christi-

anity in die wrays of life,

prayer and contemplation

characteristic of Indian

civilisation
1

.

With a view to prepar-

ing himself for his' great

departure
1

., Fr.Le Saux studied

English,Tamil and the Upanishads.ln

addition, he adopted a strictly vegetar-

ian dm. He left the Abbey ofKergonan

in 1948 and reached India on August

S 5th, He was never to leave his adopted

country,becoming a naturalised citizen

in I960 .However, be remained in can-

Benedictine nun:
4 You know 3 loved

Gregorian more than anything else, but
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tact with his Abbey till the end of his

life. With Jules Monchanin he went on

to found the ashram of Shantivynam,

near Trichy in Tamil Nadu, which still

exists and is now presided by Dom
Bede Griffiths

,
a n En g \ ish Canuddolese

.

In 1950 Monchanin and Le Saux

adopted Indian names, Swami
Farama Arubianandam and Swami
Abhishiktananda. They built two huts

beside the Kavery which flows one

mile wide at this poinl-The chapel,

constmcted on the model of South In-

dian temples, was inaugurated with a

solemn Mass on the feast ofSt. Benedict

in 1951.

In this lonely retreat they

collaborated on a book which was to

cause a sensation. Hermits of

Satchidanando, An Attempt at a Chris-

tian Integration ofTheMonastic Tradi

tion of India, Swamiji
r

s spiritual ad-

venture was based on a conviction-

Cbristmnity will only become Indian or

universal by the integration into it of

the contemplative dimension of the

quest so characteristic of spiritual

India.First, lie was guided by the idea

that he possessed the Truth and that ii

was only a question of presenting it

according to Indian culture. But soon

he saw things in a completely different

light, and realised that he had to

penetrate the Hindu religious

experience.

Barely six months after his arrival

in India, in January 1949, Henri Le

Saux accompanied Jules Monchan in to

Tiruvannamalai, at the foot of the

sacred mountain ofAntnaehala, to meet

one of die most authentic sage# of

modem India, Sri Ramana Maharshi,

This meeting was to leave a great mark

on his spiritual course. Between 1952

and 1 953, Abhishiktanaitda often came

back to Timvannamalai to stay for long

periods in different caves on the

mountain, to live there as a Christian

hermit among Hindu hermits. In March

1952, he confided to his diary: M am
ready,if it pleases the Lord, to remain

forever simply a genuine Christian

sattyasL
1

These times of immersion

in a Hindu environment were also limes

when his existential union with Christ

deepened.

As early as July 1952,hehad written,

‘Reason may discuss but experience

knows
1

.Many years later, in 1970, he

wrote, 'I dunk the best thing is to hoEd

together, even though in extreme

tension, these two forms of a unique

faith until the dawn appears.' In fact,

A bhishiktanandaremained until his last

breath, absolutely and totally loyal to

Christ. One may say, through this

admitic experience, his Christian faith

was not weakened but immeasurably

deepened and purified- His disciple,

Marc Chadtic said this of him, 'He

never ceased to probe the Mysiery-at

once a Mystery which has a Face as the

Gospel presents Jesus, and at the same

time the Mystery that has no face,

nothing but pure anteriority, as it was

revealed an the hearts of India’s sages-

Abh ish iktananda wrote Satchidananda,

A Christian Approach to Advaiiie

In fact,Abhishiktananda

remained until his last

breath, absolutely and totally

loyal to Christ. One may say,

through this advaitic

experience, his Christian

faith was not weakened

but immeasurably

deepened and purified.

Experience. This was followed by

Gukantardt which spoke of his experi-

ences in the caves of Arunachala,

With the death of Fr. Jules

Monchanin in t957 came a turning

point in his life.The ashram monastery

interested him less and less.Despite all

their hopes, no Indian Christian came
to join the two French monks. Slowly

his thoughts started turning towards the

Himalayas. He finally reached there in

1 959.He wrote to h i s si ster,T have some-

times travelled by bus,but more often

on foot, once for 40 Kms, then 50

Km,S-..-Onc is free... -there is enchant-

ing solitude. It is a ceaseless

pilgrimage "Hie Himalayas have con-

quered me.
1

He, the Christian

monk,lived thus in India as a Hindu

sanyaxi. Swamiji delighted in compar-

ing the two conceptions of monastic

life, Christian and Hindu.
L

The wander-

ing Indian sanyosi is indeed very simi-

lar to the itinerant messenger of the

Gospel. Wherever he goes he is a

stranger, and yet everywhere he is at

home,since he is so sovereignly free in

his absolute renunciation.

Swami A bhishiktananda finally

settleddow n in a hermitage a few sq uarc

metres in size, in Uttarkashi, on the way
to GangotrL He made a sort of attic

which was reached by a ladder.Each

morning, Swamiji, seated on the

f1oorTcelebrated the Eucharist, facing

i he Ganga through a small window.it

was here that Abhishiktananda worked

out his contributions so the Indian

liturgy He wrote to a friend in a

monastery: *What interests me as the

eternal value of Hinduism is to find the

Truth lying behind the eidos -the concept

not to remain the prisoner of concepts.

Therein lies the whole problem that

upsets theology -...Would it not be good

if western awareness and its

conceptualisation were re- vivified by

this trans-intellectual experience? In

spile of appearances, l remain 'Greek',

my understanding moulded by

scholasticism is really in agony before

the problem posed by Hindu and Zen

experience to Christian theology. And
yet, if Christianity is ever to pass be-

yond the world of Mediterranean

culturejf it claims to be univeml Tit

will have to face up to the irrefutable

spiritual experience of Hinduism and

Buddhism and to integrate it.

1

And
further,’! can only aim at awakening

the Christians of India to the treasures

of their double spiritual heritage,
1

The year 1971 marked a new and

very important stage in his spiritual

journey.Some genuine disciples came

rohim^specially MarcChaduc,a young

Frenchman.' In him 1 have found a true

and whole hearted disciple- along with
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"j

two Hindus I have experienced from

the other end what a Gum is
1

.He be-

came inseparable from his disciples.

With the passing of time the con-

ceptual expression of hi$ central

intuition becomes dearer and more

precise. 'As I have many times writ ten „

what prevents the majority of mankind

from benefiting from rbc Mystery of

Jesus is l hat most of us who believe in

lesus insist on reducing him to the

Judeo Christian categories of their un-

derstanding and so deprive him of his

universality ....... 1 recognise the same

Mystery which I have adored from the

beginning under the symbol of Christ

also under the symbols of Narayan&,

Krishna or the Ptirusha.lt is in Jesus, my
sadguru, that God has appeared to

me '

In May of 1972 he stayed for nearly

a whole month with his disciple in the

small ashram of PhuichatiL on the bank

of the GangaThey devoted the whole

time to the meditative study of the

Upanishads. Jn a fit of 'extraordinary

fullness of the truth of the

Upanishads'he wrote. To feel oneself

in the presence Of the True is too

powerful an experience, ft scorches

one!
1

Meanwhile, he and Swami
Chidandanda of Rishikesh conducted

the ecumenical wriariQin of Marc
Chaduc, now called Ajatananada, in so

monastic life.He also got busy writing

Sanyosa.Thc Cali to The Desert.

The days immediately proceeding

his heart attack on the I4ih July were

What prevents the majority of

mankindfrom benefiting from

the Mystery ofJesus is that

most ofus who believe in Jesus

insist on reducing him to the

Judeo-Christian categories of

their understanding and so

deprive him of his

universaliryt„ kaiJ recognise

the same Mystery which f

have adoredfrom the

beginning under the symbol of

Christ also under the symbols

ofNarayana, Krishna or the

Purusha. It is in Jesus, my

sadgurujhat God has

appeared to me.

spent by Abhtshiktauanda and

Ajaiananda roaming besides the Oanga
in the neighbourhood of a small Shiva

temple, During these days Ajatananda

wrote to me/The inbreaking of the

Holy Spirit snatched him away from

himself and shone through every inch

ofhis being, an i n ner apocalypse whsch

at times blazed forth outwardly in a

glorious transfiguration’. This intense

experience came to its climax when a

severe stroke suddenly laid him low in

the street of a Rishikesh bazaar. He

described ii sn the following words,

"Seing mysdf so helpless, incapable of

any thought ormovement I was released

from being identified with the T
which .until then had thoughts willed,

rushed about, was anxious about each

and everything. Disconnection! That

whole consciousness in which I habitu-

ally lived was no longer mine, but L 1

still was

'

As soon as his condition permitted,

he was brought to Indore to the nursing

home of the Franciscan Sisters. On
December 7ih, 1973, Swami
Abhishiktananda left the world.The

pilgrim to the 'further shore
1

had reached

his goal. His whole being was now
harmonised, unified, at peace, entirely

faithful to Christ, his Sadguru.,...Hh

Christian experience and the

Upanisbadic experience flowed back

io their unique origin. *

Mme Odette Bqumer
Despeigne.a nativeofSwitzerland

spent 1$ years as asocial worker

before7 taking up studies in theology

midphilosophy. While travelling in

India,Henri he Saux and she

became dose friends. She holds the

position ofMember and Secretory

of the A bhi'ihikimimidn Society in

Europe.She has presented papers

a t international gatherings held on

East- West dialogue at centers in

Japan, India and Italy.

SPIC MACAY, (Society for Promotion Of Indian Classical Music and Culture Amongst Youth), a volunatary

movement, has been active for the last sixteen years,, creating a well established synergetic network of youth in (he

country, engaging itself in attaining Us goal of furtherance of the Indian ethos in educational institutions. It works

on funds raised from many sources; ail donations are tax exempt.

Numerically, the reach of SPICMACAY is roughly 150 student chapters ail over Indiaand about 50 globally. 1’his

is your movement and you can join it wherever you are.

For further details, write to: SPIC MACAY, 41/42 Lucknow Road, Delhi 1 10054, India.

SPIC MACAY SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME.
This scheme aims at arranging an introduction and a month's stay (every June)for a student, with a person who 's

pursuits have been singularly inspiring and benefiting to humanity These persons are from various fields: the

classical arts, social workers and activists and spiritual leaders.

Applicants wilt be selected qfieran informal interview. Write withpersonal details to: The Scholarship Co-ordinator
,

41/42 Lucfc/iow Road, Delhi- 1 10054,
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A CHRISTIAN ADVAITIN
RAMANAAND ABHISHIKTANANDA

REV.J.D.M.STUART

‘I

n our days how great w!as

the spiritual radiance spread

throughout Tamil Nadu and

far beyond, by that young

Brahmin of Madurai, who one fine day

qui etly w alked 01 it of h is fa t her
1

s bo u :>e

and made straight for Arunachala......

During the fifty years which ho. passed

on the mountain.

Slowmany thousands

of those who thirsted

for truth and

salvation came to

prostrate before him

and to sit as his feet,

eagerly drinking in

the teaching of his

lips, and far more

deeply still, quench-

ing their thirst

from his silence'.

These words were

written by S warns

Abhishiktananda in

1 954. when he

himself was living

as a hermit in one of

the caves on ArunachaJa. To the end of

his life lie. never ceased to speak with

love and reverence of the sage whom
he regarded as the perfect example of

Vedanta.

Abhishiktananda had the darshan

of Sri Ramana on only two ociission^

once in January 1949 and again, six

months later. He recorded his

impressions in his diary and later wrote

them up in his book. The Secret Of
ArmachalafWhen f was introduced to

Ramana.thc Mabarshi replied with a

gesture of the hand, accompanied by a

smile filled with a kindness that was

impossible to forget,
1

But at first he did

not know what to make of the sage to

whose darshan ho had looked forward

to for so long. lie gazed sit him.but ah

that he could see was a 'kindly

gra nd father. .. . .happy,peaceful and smi 1
-

ing among his grandchildren
1

- Where

was the 'halo
1

?

He took his problem to an English

lady living near the ashram. 'Your

a w

Nowinui Maharishi. dying of Cittu.rr or hh ashrum

trouble is that you ai e not receptive; you

want to A'.nou 1

, to understand; instead,

sjm pi y be open to h ljiT
,
was her ad vice.

He took the point and began trying to

listen' at a deeper level, As he sat an the

darshan hali + the chanting of the Vedsc

hymns, assisted perhaps by the feverish

He gazed at him,but all that

he could see was a *kindly

grandfather, happy,

peaceful and smiling among

his grandchildren Where

the 'halo ?

cold which came upon him, I Lad the

effect of relaxing the fetters of his

mind/Even before my mind was able

to recognise the fact, and still less to

express ft r the invisible halo of this sage

had been perceived by something in me

deeper ihan words.
1 The fever soon

forced h i rn to rem rn home to K til I i s al ai

i Bui as he lay an

bed/ in my feverish

dreams.. ..it was the

Maharshi bringing

the true India which

transcends time and

of which he was

the living and

compelling symbol/

After this.

Abhishiktananda

only saw Ramana

once more, in July

1 949. This time he

was better prepared

% to profit from the
ro 1

, L . . ,

- experience: I dad

^ my best not todlow

my efforts lu

rationalisation to got in the way as on

the fires visit
1-

. Abhishiktananda had

been studying the Upan e shads for

several years and felt the attraction of

advatltiMis contact with Ramanuja

living example of advaiia,g&vz to his

Study and meditation an existential

direction- He realised that advaita is

noshing until it is lived.

For many years the Swami had

been leading an austere life as a

Benedictine monk- Now he discovered

what is was to live as a hermit in the

eaves of the holy mountain of

ArunachaJa. Ln 1952 he spenl five

months there*mostly in maum T (vow of

silence) and living on bhiksha. (alms).

I
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Before hint was the ideal of Sri

Raman a,the Desert Fathers of Egypt,

and of his own St.Benedict of Nursia,

who loved the solitude of his cave

where 'alone in the presence of the heav-

enly Witness, he abode with him self
1

.

Some hints of his experience on

Arunachab are given in these passages

front his diary, 'There is a mystery in

Arunachala.What is this mystery?Why

have so many in the past been drawn by

its magic? Why, despite all the

inconveniences of life, do I feel so

happy here as nowhere else? There is

something in the caves of Arunachala’

.

A few days after this entry lie mod staled

i p the underground crypt of Fatal a Li nga,

which he later called his iruc' meeting
1

with the Maharshi.This meeting 'took

place on a plane that has nothing in

common with any visual, auditory or

psychic phenomenon. 'They, Raman a

and Arunachala have become infused

into my flesh
h
tbey are woven into the

fibres ofmy heart ..My deepest ideal

that to which unconsciously everything

in me is referred is that ofRaman a,who

is Such a perfect example of Vedanta/

A ChristianAd vaitsn: Many would

question the possibility of such a con-

junction of terms, or at least the

possibility of giving to both their full

v al u e.B ui A bhi shiktan an da
h

s own deep

faith in and commitment to Christ cannot

be doubtcdrand it also seems clear that

the advaiia of which he spoke was

personally experienced.He wrote: The

teaching of advaita is not a matter of

negation, no rites, no dogmas, etc. It is

the blazing discovery of a sec ret,of an

interior level The level into which Jesus

entered(at his Baptism?) and remained

there. It is important to realize that

when a Christian comes to advaitaAle

or she will notcome by the same way as

will a Hindu. Abhishikiananda com

There is a mystery in

Arunachala . What is this

mystery?Wky have so many

in the past been drawn by its

magic?

j CHRISTIAN ADVA1T1N

Stantly stressed that everyone must stari

from -where he or she is, with all their

inherited and acquired ways of think-

ing and experiencing. As he emphasises

in the last section ofhis Introduction To

the Upanishadj r this experience has

'nothing to do with any religion

whatever..../

The contemplative Christian who

comes into contact with the Upanishuds

cannot fail to feel at home with their

general approach and their basic

teachings, nor can be fail to recognise

.something that he has known in his own

depths, as he listens to the sages

telling of their experiences/ In

He once described himself

as *at once so deeply

Christian and so deeply

Hindu, at a depth where

Christian and Hindu in

their social and mental

sructures are blown

to pieces,and are yet

found again ineffably

at the heart of each

other.

H

Hindu-Christian Meeting Point,

Abhishikiananda refers to an anony-

mous experience which suggests that it

is not Impossible/The Vedasitic night,

is certainly a royal road by which to

enter into the ultimate secret of the

mystery of the Blessed Trinity" This

was indeed the heart of the matter for

Abbishiktananda. For him rhe admitic

experience is unquestionably troc.but

ii has to include the experience of Jesus.

‘He who has seen me has seen the

Father
1

(John 14:9). He once described

hi msel f as
J

a t once so deep iy Christ ian

and so deeply Hindu, at a depth where

Christian and Hindu in their social and

mental sructures are blown to pieces,

and arc yet found again ineffably ai the

heart of each other.
1

The re cannot be

more than one Truth and he continued

to live with his Christian and Hindu

experience. 'Christianity, Vedanta, are

they not two points of view from which

man socks to understand ihe mystery of

God?'

It was at this depth, in the Spirit, that

Abhishikrananda looked hopefully for

a true meeting ofHindu experience and

Christian faith eventually to occur. In

his prophetic vision ho looked for the

day when Hindu and Christian

conternplarives,meeting in The cave of

the heart
1 might together explore the

experience of satehidananda in silent

communion and openness of

heart.Together they would be drawn

further and further into the
;

fullneS-S
T
of

which both the Upan ishadsfpumam)

and the NewTestamentfp/eKJmaJ speak.

For this the Church and the world are

waiting. 'Human society will inevita-

bly be transformed and, at last, aroused

by (Christian) scct* who have that

essential fire in their hearts, wilt become

Christian in the true sense of

the Gospel' •

RevJames Swart knew Swomi Abhikshikiananda intimatelyAn factjhe

latter often stayed with him in Delhi rai The Brotherhood of The Ascended

ChnstrQveracup ofcoffee he spoke W us about Abhishiktamnda, searching

among those dark-wood shelves for some suitable material The above

article consists of brief excerptsfrom one of the 7 cape lectures delivered

by him ai Cambridge and another monograph, father Stuart has written a

full book on Swami Abbishiktananda, which is a mustfor those wanting to

Jtaiow more about this most mystical Mindu-Chnstian.
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A s far back as over half a

century ago^while ad-

dressing a Christian and

Buddhist audience in

Colombo in 1 927,Gandhi warned

people not to be dazzled by the techno-

logical culture represented in this phase

of history by ihc Wcscdcdieated to the

single goal of more and more
production/A time is coming "he

said/when those who are in the mad

rush today of multiplying their wants

will retrace their steps
1

.Gandhi was not

working for a doctorate in economics

and you cannot expect to get systematic

expositions of theory in his

writings. Butdie has given us the

reasoning behind his prophecy. Can

these sketchy statements stand up

against the monumental foundations of

classical economic theory as they were

well and truly laid by Adam Smith in

his Wealth Of Nations in 1776 7

The pundits ofeconomics will have

no difficulty in contrasting the vague

idealism ofGandhi with the clarity and

hard commonsense of Smith, Self-

sin Eerest is the basic motivation for

mens" action s^but the individual P
in the

vigorous pursuit of his seli'drtterest is

led by an invisible hand to promote an

end that is beneficial to the whole of

society. Since this was the best of all

arrangement Smith exhorted men to

be as selfish as they could possibly

manage without bursting a blood

vessel/We address ourselves not to

their humanity, but to their self- love,

and never talk to them of our own

neeessitie&tbm of their advantages/

The visible mechanism through

which Smith's 'invisible hand' or provi-

dence worked
h
was the market. He neatly

tied up consumer and worker sover-

eignty in economics with citizen

sovereignty in politics and assured

freedom and happiness for mankind

forever on a 'do-ii-yoursclf
1

principle

that was easier than eating toffee.hor

what is easier to do than being selfish?

Why listen to impossible saintly types

of medieval Europe like Chrysostom,

Basil and Francis of Assisi and their

twentieth century prototypes like

HOMO
ECONOMICUS
AND THE WHOLE MAN

KRISHNA CHAITANYA

In his inimitable style, the author takes a brief, yet sharp look at

popular economic history and theory^building his argumentfor

the incorporation of values into its practice .

Gandhi?

Bui a snag became apparent even as

Smith was penning his bible of Homo
Economicus. He noticed the 'avarice

and the ambition of the rich
1

, the fact
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that the entrepreneurs made certain

that their activity enriched themselves,

while 'to know in what manner h

enriched their country was no part of

(heir business'. And he had to admit
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HOMO ECONOMICUS

"

many - private

opulence and

public squalor

as Galbraith

Sees it an his

evaluation of

the affluent

society.
Transfer of

pure h as i n g
power from the

rich to s he poor

can achieve

the good of d ie

whole Smith

referred to. To
Gandhi such a

transfer crea-c

ted no philo-

sophical
problem. He
said in 1929,

rhas the mone-

yed classes

should recog nise

GLoeau
PROBlEMSl

PO.

cKo^
?

(

Lifll

O
the ohvi ous truth

m

'monopoly has so much increased the

number of some particular tribes of

them that, like an overgrown standing

army, they become formidable to the

government and upon many ocassions

intimidated the legislature. 'Bui this

iheory just did not have any answer io

the question why on earth the monopo-
lists could not be as selfish as they

liked.Economics - both iheory and

practice -shrugged off this fundamental

weakness in die basic statement of its

philosophy and the going was good for

over a century.

Then the worrying starred again.

Veblen analysed monopoly power and

its dangers as early as 1902. But the first

edition ofTaussig's classic ( 19 ! i ) failed

completely to notice the warning and

the second editionf 1 939) noticed it only

to underrate it. However, even Taussig

had to notice the 'blatant, mendacious,

vulgar advertising" that created

monopoly by brand differentiation.

Meanwhile the danger which
Gandhi had forseen with his intution

was all the time hardening into reality

and today it has become visible even to

the pundits of econornics.The whole

culture of our epoch has been swamped
by galloping consumption , rapid

obsolescence and GNP fetishism.The

extensive conditioning has made men
mto consumer - automata. Wants are

endlessly multiplied by what Rertand

de Jou venal called, 'the civilisation of

loujours plus (always more)’. And
taking a fresh Kook at economic
growth ,Mishan stated that the motto of

economic growth had become; "Enough

does not suffice.
1

But Mishan wrote that

in 1967 and by now we have realised

that tire fun and games cannot last much
longer and we have already started

scraping the bottom of the barrel It has

become absolutely impossible to claim

any longer that Adam Smithwas talking

sense when he predicted dial the "invis-

ible hand' would transform the selfish-

ness of individuals into the good of the

whole. The good of the whole society

which Smith glibly promised has never

been realised; what has been realised is

the good of the few at the expense of the

dial the poor 'possess the same soul as

they do\ Hard-boiled economic
thinking has always taken the line, along

with [he physical and behavourial

science^ that it cannot take into account

references to such vague concepts like

the soul .What was not noiieed by this

complacent discipline was the fact that,

when Smith erected it on a definition of

man as an organism which can act only

Gandhi said in 1929 that ike

moneyed classes should

recognise the obvious truth

that the poor 'possess the

same soul as they do \ Hard-

boiled economic thinking has

always taken the line
r
along

with the physical and

behavourial sciences, that it

cannot take into account

references to such vague

concepts tike the soul

by selfish motivations^ was implic-

itly presuming a theory about man's

nature , his soul or lack of it . And thereby

bangs the talc of another serious failure

in economic iheory .

Striving to gain for the perceptions

of the heart a place in the sophisticated

analysis of the in te I leciAi FredM arshall

argued that the. marginal utility of two

pence is greater in the ease of a poor

man than in the case of a rich man;

therefore., transfer would increase total

satisfaction and can be recommended
by economics without any danger of

being suspected of contamination by

human j stic se n timent .But neo-el assical

theory has nos been able to accept that

this is analytically valid. How can one

prove that the affluent sybarite is not

getting a greater kick from his tenth

glass of whisky than the starving man
from his first loaf of bread ? But within

the framework of S ini th
L

s formulation,a

rich man can concede that the poor

devil may after all be getting a greater

kick from bread, hut still refuse transfer

ofresources on pri nciple.because Soil th

has blessed Self-interest. And his own
satisfaction.however mi nimal

. matters
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HOMO ECONQMICUS

r ---- -- — - ~

"

WORLDS HIGHEST STANDARD OF LIVING
to him more than the satis-

faction ofanother, however

maxi uial r R ut there are such

thi n gs as revolutions

and the oppressed poor are

not likely to care lwo hoots

ifsomebody tells tliem that

the Book ofSmith says that

they should save bi$ neat

theory by doing nothing

except, of course h tighFentug

their bells,

Schumacher explains to

the theorists. Stop worry-

ing about social justice. Don't ask fora

bigger share of the cake; promote growth

and everyone's slice will be

bigger.Wei I
r
ll*e slices of some people

have got bigenough to give indigestion;

but in the case of the majority at has got

wafer thin. And this leads us to yet

another bungling on the part of (be

economic pundits; the assumption of

steady growth.

Classical and neo-classical

economics assumed that growth would

be steady. Walras and Pareto of the

Lanssane school tried to explain aw ay-

local disequilibrium by referring to

global equilibrium and by relying on

time to restore equilibrium. That is.

disequ i librium was re garded as a local

and temporary maladjustment. The Ital-

ian school of Rucci„ Amoroso and Di

Nardi exposed the weakness of this

assumption and Keynes showed that

substantial unemployment would be a

pepnanent feature of ihe economy in

the classical tnodeLHe therefore advo-

cated pu bl ic spe nd tug . Spending on w ar

s

and armament production has been the

easy solutions for nations in maintaining

the economy ,Bui Keynes cannot argue

that he is not responsible for this.He

wild that when everybody is rich,we

shall 'once more value ends above

means and prefer die good to the

useful". But he added/Beware ! The

time for all this is not yet. For at least

another hundred years we must pretend

to ourselves that fair is foul and foul is

fair; for foul is useful and fair is not/

But disenchantment with a value-

neutral or value-inverting economics is

now complete Fin view of [he fallacies

in theory and costly mi stakes in practice.

Francois Perron* concludes his

monumental work on the economies of

the twentieth century with a plea for a

'concept of the economy of man
understood as the economy of all

mankind
1

.Banc al points out the affinity

between this and what Pope Paul

said,*Development must promote ail of

man and the whole of mankind
1

.

Immediately, as we talk about the

whole .economics* along with

polities loses its autonomy and becomes

necessarily subordinated to a

perspective which Gandhi would affirm

to be religious but which a humanistic

sociology cun also easily adopt. If saints

are suspect,men like Walter Wei sskopf

and Schumacher should be above

One ofthe most important

contributions by Weisskopf

has been his exposure that
;

while economic theory’ has

always claimed thal it is not

concerned with intangibles

like ihe interiority ofman

and has based itself solidly

on observables like the

behavourial profiles ofmen f

it has all along been making

assumptions about the

essential nature ofmam

suspicion for they are not saints, but

professional ecoaomists.We isskopf ra

professor ofeconamic^riski ug die wrath

of orthodox ecorLomists,studied prob-

lems I ike ,
'economics a nd al ien ati on

1

,or

'economic growth and existential

balance'. One of the most important

contributions by We isskopf ha* been

hi s ex posure tha t
„
wb ilc economic theory

has always claimed that u is not con-

cerned with intangibles like the interi-

orily ofman and has based itself sol idly

on observables like the behavourial

profiles of men, it has all along

been making assumptions about the

essentia! nature of man. 'Assumptions

in economics about die nature of man,

then .are rarely ever factual statements

but value judgements - judgements on

how man ought to be, bow the economy

warns man to be, what he should want,

will, think, arid do, so that the aims of

theeconomy wi I I become hisow n e nds /

The traditional perspective, with

which a modern humanistic ouikH>k

can concur, has a wholly different

concept of the nature of man-When in

1927, Gandhi held out the warning

about (he cult of multiplying wants, he

was not Chinks ng merely as ancconomh

l

mind fu I ofscarce resources*He felt that

externalised living was an irreligious

thing.An acceptable secularised

statement of l he same view would be

that such a lifestyle would deflect man

from the realisation of his highest

potential! ties, it is significant ihyi today

economists arc less shamefaced about

using the terminology of thought-

systems which give primacy to values
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HOMO ECONOMICUS

and normative concept.Schu machcr,

who was Economic Advisor to the

National Coal Board of Bn sain and

headed a group which did pioneering

work in developing the theory and

practice of intermediate technology or

‘technology with a human facc\

frequently wrote about Christian and

Bud didst ceonomies-But he w as not

reviving religious obscurantisms 1 1 that

he was emphasising is that ‘ends as

distinct from means are not matters of

economic calculation, hut meta-

economics'- If at all any enlightenment

is dawning now, it is not directly due to

t he rccovery of th i s vi si on
;
i r is pri mars I y

due to the shocked realisation of the

gravity of the predicament ro which

theoretical legitimation
r
evcn apotheo-

sis of greed has brought us.

But it is not a had beginning and it

is heartening to see the clear recognition

on the part of nations in the forefront of

the Faustian thrust of 'the ever more
1

society created by the economics of

competition .the politics of pressure

groups ahd a rapaciously exploitative

technology. In A Place of Power:The
American Episode in Human Evolution

('
] 97b), Walt Anderson writes: 'Ameri-

can history has been pervaded by a

sense of limitlcssness: first, limitless

In order to overcome man 's

greed, the whole man must

now resolutely reject his

reduction to a unidimension ai

homo economical, i,e* not

permit the economic calculus

to dictate his ends.

expanses of land and then as frontiers

ran out, limitless possibilities of urban

growth, productivity, technology and

energy .The lesson we are forced to

learn from the modem crisis is that

there are limits.' In order to overcome

man's greed
r
the whole man must now

resolutely reject his reduction to a uni-

dimensional homo economicsJ.e K
not

permit the economic calculus to die tale

his ends.Jn this contextJ wish to quote

a professor of business administration

at the Harvard Sc! 100 I ofB us i nesswh ich

is often described as being to the heads

of business corporations what West
Point is to generals. In, The New Ameri-

can Ideology,George Cabot Lodge
quotes the Katha Upanishcui where tt

says 1 that he who sees only the

seperateness of created things and not

their unity wanders from death to death.

He adds: 'it is now our task to perform

ihe job that has beeE] deferred for 2000

years.; to capture the energy and power

of the commercial sector and graft it on

io communityThe central institutions

will all be changed by this integrative

process „ both in spirit and in letter. »

{This essay is from [he book,

Krishna Chaitanyu-A Profile and

Selected Papers, reviewed in our

Book Review Sec lion)

.

KrKNair is betterknown as Krishna

CfwiUmya under which pen name
he has written overforty books,He
has been prolific in the literary

arena, covering a ten- volume

History ofWorldLitera turetafour-
volume History ofIndian Painting,

and a five-volume Philosophy of

FftedomMe is a very respected

thinker,who was awarded, anumg
Severalawards, the 'CriticofIdeas

1

award by the Institute of Interna-

tionalEducation.New York . He has

lecturer! a/id taught all over the

world m



INTER ViRW

AN INTERVIEW WITH

HELENA
NORBERG HODGE

RUKM1NI SEKHAR

When Swedish-born Helena Norberg Hodge came to Ladakh,she

didn '(.realise that she would be spending halfa year everyyear here,

for the next sixteen years. For that is how long her relationship with

the little mountain kingdom has been, To say that she was alarmed at

the massive changes, (and not all positive), that were taking place in

Ladakh is an understatement.She felt that here waj an ecological,

cultural, linguistic and spiritual marvel that was on the brink of a

complete wipe-out. In 1 978,shefounded the l^adakh Project, with the

goal ofproviding the Ladakhi People with the means ofmaking mure

informed choices about theirownfuture, This led to (heformation of

the Ladakh Ecological Development Group with whom she shared

the 1986RightLivelihoodAwa rd,otherwiseKnown asthe ‘Alternative

Nobel Prize’,Her latest book, Ancient Futures, (reviewed in our

Book Review section ) is a testimony ofher admiration for Ladakh

infused with pain and anguish at what is becoming of it,
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Kukmini Sekhar: He!ena
r
what

motivated you to come all the way

from your native Sweden toLadakh
,
not

only <o stay on but establish the Ladakh

Project?

Helena Norberg Hodge:!

originally came as part of a film team,

planning la stay only for sis weeks. But

no sooner did I conic here, than 1

became absolutely fascinaied by the

landscape, architecture
p
people and

culture of Ladakh.So I decided to stay

on even after the film was over and do

a thesis on (he Ladakhi language which

had n
p

t real 3 y beendocumented for non-

Ladakh is.For the first year I was

concerned with this aspect of Ladakh

and soon became the only outsider to

speak the language. Slowly .the drama

of the impact of ‘development' began

to unfold before me
.
compounded by

tour ism . 1 1 struck me that thi s had begun

to attack the 'character' of the local

people, A people, who once had

described themselves as rich and

prosperous, inviting me to their homes

and serving me traditional food,now

began to describe themselves as

ignorant and backward, stupid and

poor.Their loss of self-esteem was only

too v isi bl c ,
and of course ,the yardstsc k

of their judgement was the 'new style

of Western development’ . I fell 1 had to

do something.

R.S,:You must have travelled quite

a bit in India and observed that the

similar pattern of development was

rampant even elsewhere.What made

you choose Ladakh rather than some

other area?

H : No,not real I y . 1 hud travel led

a lot,buL mostly in Europe, Africa and

Mexico. Before 1 arrived in Ladakh,

(which was completely by chance), 1

had not really experienced India.Bui

Ladakh was pure magic. I knew this is

where \ wanted to be. 1 had never seen

a people imbued with so much self

respect, which in turn bred tolerance

and freedom.! was amazed to sec

Buddhists.Muslims and Christians

living so harmoniously.

R +S; Whai would you say is the

traditional pattern of governance in
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Ladakh?

I1.N.H: Their tradition a] political

ideology is what moreand more people

are asking for in today's world -

decentralisation, respect for diversity,

participatory democracy. What they

had here was closer to democracy than

any other living society, including

America,

K.S 2 Like the Panehayat? How did

village governance take place?

LLN.H: Yes, very close to she

PtmchayaiS i nee eve ry farmer is a linos e

completely self-sufficient, and thus

largely independent, there is little need

for communal decision making; each

household essentially works its own
land with its own resources.

Nonetheless, sometimes matters have
to he decided on a village level .Larger

villages arc divided into chutsos, or

grou ps of ten houses, each o fwh ich has

at least one representative on the village

coimcil.This body meets periodically

throughout the year and is presided

over by the goba ^or village head, The
goba is usually appointed by

rotation.One of his jobs is to act as

adjudicator. So you see, you had that

decentralisation which empowered the

people. This structure started from
below, thereby avoiding conflicts at

the grassroots level, unlike top-centred,

mega-powered institutions of power.

R.S: What was the percentage of

How can talk ofbiological

diversity and not bring up

the issue of cultural

diversityespecially since

the two are so closely

interlinked? Modern schooling

in Ladakh is blindfolding

children, imprisoning them

without windows.

W'omen in these local governing bodies?

H.N.H; Almost none.This is

because [he household was the basic

economic unit of their society. Here,

women had a loE of say, in fact, very

often they arc the chief decision

makers, It is ironic + although women in

Ladakhi society ostensibly have no
public voice, they, as a matter of fact,

wield a larger share in societal

governance than women in

Indus trialised
r

+
ad v an ced ' socie ties,

including my own country,Sweden.

K-S: Helena,, what do you feel about

education today?

1LN.H: 1 fhink education today

insidiously undermines traditional

ctihures in favour of a mono-cultural,

macro-economic Westernised pattern.

What this does is to sever peoples'

relationships with their local eco-

systems. This relationship starts the

minute you are bom and adapts itself

into a whole context and way of life. It

fosters a close connection between

generations and you end up teaching

and learning for your entire life.Not

formalised into separate age groups,!

see modern education separating

people from She Sand and one another,

^ in a hideously disruptive process.

|
R& : For example ?

H.N.H: hi Ladakh,people grew up

leant! nghow to deal with each particular

^ si tuaiion, let ' s say , regardi ng rhea r eco-

system. For instance hthat here, in your
Young Ladakhi school children
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village,at 1 4^000 ft, a particular type of

barley grows very well.Wliereas
p
on the

other side of the village.hecause of

shade, sandy soil or day,you would

have to sow another breed.How can we

talk of biological diversity and not

bring up the issue of cultural

diversity^specially since the two are

so closely interlinked? Modern
schooling in Ladakh is blindfolding

children, imprisoning them without

windows.You are virtually destroying

their entire hoary culture in one fell

swoop.What you arc teaching them, in

the final analysis, is
3
as we can see all

over the world, m urban oriented.

Western lifestyle. If you had an

education, there's no way you can get

ajob in the village. With more education,

you might have to goto Srinagar, Delhi

or the West, J wonder why the elite of

the Third World arc not taking an even

more dynamic role in reassessing their

own education trends.

R.S: You seen to imply that all this

has disrupted self-sufficiency and

created economic disparities. How?
1LN.H; This can be understood if

one takes a broader look at the whole Elders enjoying chnng ansi ra faugh

the eve no* vaci.i*]V£NieeR4)€e&AiMa im

narrows his focus and is made more

and more dependant on artificial, man-

eii ride, techno-economic structurcs.Thi s

naturally breaks the link with the living

world and the basic, natural needs of

the people. It is this process which is

creating poverty.

Another reason is the shift to the

nuclear family where the individual

fends for oneself and is no longer pan

of a network of mutually dependant

relationships.The media augments this

change in values by advocating the

nuclear family as the progressive way

to live and extended living as primitive

and unhealthy. The extended family

had Sand, animals, clothing and food in

plenty. As the units get smaller, it is

more difficult to survive off them.You

now have to pay wage labour for

farms ng, in which, earlier,, the entire

family participated.There were also

reciprocal exchanges between

neighbours and friends and one didn't

have to employ people. With inflation

hitting the economy, partly since

Ladakh has been thrown open to

tourism, the situation is becoming more

and more difficult for farmers, A
gradual psychological change as thus

being wrought upon Ladakhi society,

It has begun to feel that what it has

considered adequate all these centuries

is flrtf enough and that there is another

culture where an infinite amount of

do ve lopmeiiE process,

along with education*

which is fundamental. Add

to this* urbanisation and

centralisation. This process

started very dramatically

i n I .adak h w h h tl ie i n 1 u s toi i

of capital i building of

roads and large Structures

and changes in energy

patterns. This whole

.structure is based

on ceniniii&ed sources*

particularly* fossil fuels

that are very expensive.

The consequence is

a physical shift of

populations to ever larger

cen ires attdaeen tmJisation

of power. This happens

by fostering an education

where cadi individual

Ladakhi society has begun

to feel that what it futs

considered adequate ail

these centuries is not enough

and that there is another

culture where an infinite

amount ofgoods and

money are available
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INTERVIEW

goods and money are available. The

external appearances of modern

industrial life seen from a distance has

(hus created afeeling ofdeprivation. In.

my opinion,this is the -biggest poverty

of all,

R,S:You have been working in

Ladakh for a long dine. It sometimes

seems easier to address a system that

has gone the whole hog and is now

reassessing the process-Bui In a society

tike Ladakh,which is on the brink of

modernisatiorut must be infinitely

more difficult Who is it that you appeal

to? Do the bn reaucratsand govertimen

t

officials speak your language? Or do

you have to appeal to the

peopie n
directly?

RN.H: We are trying to talk to as

many people as possible, appealing

especially to government and the local

elite who have made good with new

money. Unfortunately,the latter have

most of the power,We arc trying to

keep villagers informed about the whole

movement towards development by

highlighting how it has affected other

parts of the w'orld. But, yon see we am

fighting an uphill battle, as Ladakhi

society is oominously exposed to

Western tourists and the mainstream

media, which gives it a feeling of being

backward and poor. For some,it is

unrealistic to reject development

akogethcr.Many want \o hold on to

some parts.But unless we lca.ni (o sec

this whole system and its directions

clearly, our attempts to hold on to some

parts of it entails the risk of tearing the

fabric ofthe whole of traditional culture

.

At the moment , the Ladakh is are

extremely sensitive to this whole issue.

They don't want to be denied any

‘fruits' of development.

R&:Education is a State endeavour.

Can one infiltrate its system and make

any impact?

H.N.H:UUimately,rt is up to the

planners in Delhi - Srinagar or

wherever,Howevcr h
pri vate educational

institutions can bring aboutasigmficani

change. Personally, I have been

lobbying for Ladakhi children to have

holidays for four months in summer,

which is the peak of the agricultural

season. This way, children are not

entirely cut off from their land and

culture. Intellectual education should

teach children to think, qucstion-Thcy

should be well equipped to assess the

merits of their own civilisation and

contrast it with others.Perhapsjn order

to be more in touch with the outside

world,[hcy should be taught

English,although personally 1 don't

subscribe to this view.

At present,businesses and

multinationals have a vested

interest in promoting mono-

culturest
separatingproducers

and consumersfurther.

They are responsible in

promoting the idea that trade

will break down boundaries

,

bringing in oneness and

unity. Yet, honestly, is that

what is happening?

R.S: Why? Do you think that the

English language is in any way

connec ted w ith development in today
h

s

world?
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H.N.H: Absolutely l At least in the

wyy the Ladakhis feel simple and

backward if they don't know it.Also,it

doesn't fetch them jobs where it really

matters. I am talking of the unviability

and unsustainability of one culture

dominating and replacing every other

culture in the World-Cultures were a

consequence of respecting biological

and ecological diversities and people

reflecting these diversitiesXanguage

is an important and integral part of

culture and in the diverse richness of

language was a reflection of the

diversity of life .Therefore, part of our

world view must be a real concern

against standardisation and

‘internationalism*- A global

educational campaign should spell out

very clearly, the unsusiainability of

mono-cultures and also point out the

alternatives, My experiences in Ladakh

brought me to a closer sense of

community and a more indigenous and

localised way of living, with the feeling

of being part of a larger whole Smaller

communities are a necessary pre-

requisite for this to happen. At

present.businesses and multinationals

have a vested interest in promoting

mono- cu I lure s
p
stpa rating produc ers

and consumers further-They are

responsible in promoting the idea that

trade will break down boundaries,

bringing in oneness and unity. Yet,

honestly, is that what is happening?

For me, (he biggest paradox is that the

proponents of the 'plastic mono-

culture
1

are using this very language of

interdependence to promote a very

selfish and shortsighted interest.

E.S- Helena, in conclusion, what is

your deepest belief ?

I believe in real equality

through a jusi and sustainable system

| which respects diversity, a real

w interdependence of all things cemented

| by a spiritual tradition. #
is . .

Helena can be written to af the

following address-The Ladakh

Ecological Development Group,

Leh, Ladakh-194101.



TRIBUTE

VASANT THAKAR
MEMORffiS OFA GURU

I
first met Thakarji some twenty

years ago when I joined the choir

atGandharva Mahavidyalaya in

Delhi, My relationship with him

was, at that time, fairly distant.It was

only years later when he started coining

home to teach thatwe quickly developed

a rapport that lasted almost ten years

until his abrupt end in December k

92.

] remember that I was terra fled of

him in my first class because Thakarji

had a reputation of making his students

cry ! To my surpriseJ found that though

he was extremely thorough and

conscientious* he was also very lucid

and logical in his explanations which

were accompanied by vivid

gesticulations and facial expressi ons .He

w!as kind.

He thought continually about

musicibelievmg that it was a vehicle of

self expression latent in everyone in

different degrees He struggled hard not

only to get his students to sing the right

notes but to breathe life and moaning

into it.Overworked technique, practice

and even knowledge .according tohim r

deadened the heart, not reserving space

for fresh feelings and emotions.He felt

that we should suspend all judgement

and listen to different kinds of music.

Despite his sometimes non-

traditional approach, Thakarji was

steeped in it wjEh a knowledge of ragas

andcom posi tions that was phenomenal

Perhaps shy and redeem in larger groups,

he would blossom ous in a class and

surprise you with amazing anecdotes of

famous musicians like Pt.Vishnu

Digamber Paluskar, all remembered

from his
l

good old days at Allahabad/

I used to often wonder why Thakarji,

with his obvious musical talents never

became a performing musician.lt could

have been an extreme sensitivity to

criticism as well as a tendency to be too

self-critical.Also, he perhaps, never

really ‘grabbed* the right opportunities

to be one.

Little did l imagine in that class the

day before hi s cancerwas diagnosed .that

the small musicroom would never again

resound with his voice, teaching,

cajoling, coaxing and scoldingJt was a.

fight he couldn't win.

To many of his students, indeed for

me, Thakarji will he an inseparable

part of my love for music. •

Poornima Rai

Everyfive hundred years or so

The door opensfor ten seconds

Everyfive Hundred years

We get a chance to look

Between worlds ,

Act quickly or you 'll miss your chance

Slam!

Oops too late!

There goes anotherfive hundred years!
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PANCHATANTRA |-

Panchatantra
One Vishnusharman

shrewdly gleaning

Ail wordly wisdom's

inner meaning,

in these Jive books the

charm compresses

Of all such books the

world possesses

// is a said that an ounce of

sense contained in the

Panchatantra is better than a ton

of scholarship. Most of us are

familiar with it from our

childhoodas 'once-upoma-time'

stories and have read them in

abridged forms or in comics, oriental works, as in the Arabian

Rarely have we encountered a Nights. The large majority ofthe

literal translation in verseform, actors are animals, who have, of

indeed
,
these wise verses, often

epigrammatic in style,
go to make

the real character of the

Panchatantra. The stories are

charming when regardedaspure

narrative, but it is the beauty,

course, a fairly constant

character. Thus, the lion is strong,

but dull ofwit, thejackal, crafty,

the heron stupid, the cat, a

hypocrite. The animal actors

present far more vividly and

wisdom and witofthe verses which shrewdly, undeceivedandfree of

lift the Panchatantra above the all sentimentality, a view , that

best story books.

The Panchatantra is <3 ‘niti

shastra ’ ortextbook of 'niti

I

he

word ‘niti' roughly means the

'wise conduct of life ’. it is witty,

mischievousandprofoundlysane.

The word, Panchatantra ' means,

the 'Five Books’, the

'Pentateuch'. Each of the jive

booksare independent consisting

ofaframing storywith numerous

.

inserted stories, told by one or

another of the characters of the

main narrative. The device ofthe

framing story is familiar in

piercing the humbugofeveryfalse

ideal, reveals with incomparable

wit, the sources of lasting joy.

And this is how it happened

I

INTRODUCTION

n the southern country is a city

called Maiden's Delight. There

lived a king nEtmed, Immortal*

Power. He was familiar with ah

the works dealing with the wise con-

duct of life. His feci were made daz-

zling by the tangle of rays of light from

jewels in the diadems of mighty kings

who knelt before him. 1 le had readied

the far shore of all the arts that embel-

lish life. This ting had three sons. Their

names were Rich-Power* Fiercc-Power

and Endless-Power and they were su-

preme blockheads.

Now when the king perceived that

they were hostile to education, he sum-

moned hi s counsellors and said, ‘"Gentle

-

men, it is known to you that these sons

of mine! being hostile to education, are

lacking in discernment. So when I be-

hold therm my kingdom brings me no

happiness, though all external thorns

ate drawn. For there is wisdom in the

proverb:

Ofsons unborn or dead, orfools.

Unborn or dead will do:

They cause a little grief, no doubt;

But fools, a long life through,

and again:

To w'hat good purpose can a cow

That brings no calfnor milk be

bent?

Or why beget a son who proves

A dunce and disobedient?

Some means must therefore be

devised to awaken their intelligence.*'

And they, one after another

replied; "O King, first one Learns gram-

mar, in twelve years. If this subject has

somehow been mastered, then one

masters the books on religion and

practical life- Then the intelligence

awakens,"

But one of their number, a counsel-

lor named Keen, said:
,40 King, (he

duration of life is limited, and the ver-

bal sciences require much time, for

mastery. Therefore lei some kind of

epitome be devised to wake their intel-

ligence. There is a proverb that says:

Since verbal sciences have

no final end.

Since life is short. and

obstacles impend,

Let central facts be picked and

firmly fixed.

As swans extract the milk

with water mixed

THE EYE Ttt* VOL I J40VEM6B&-MCEMBER t^l
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PANCHATANTRA

THE STORY OF THE LAST
EPISODE...

Godly was a holy man who
lived in a secluded

monastery. He rnauaged

to amass a fair amount of

wealth and was extremely miserly.

He trusted no one and kept his

treasure under Ins arm, day and night.

June, a rogue, was eager to get

at ibis treasure. But, of course, there

were obstacles, so how should he go

about it? The only way was to win

Godly's confidence, which is what

he did. He persuaded him lo believe

in his vlrluousness by mouthing

righteous platitudes. I ie was so deft

at this* that Godly even accepted

him as a disciple.

B ut the treasure never left Godly

.

As a matter of fact, he distanced

June even further by giving him a

hut near (lie monastery gate where

he could spend nights. Naturally,

frustration loomed large.

But late intervened Godly was

invited one dayT by his pupil who

wanted him to officiate at the latter's

thread ceremony. So, he started out

with June.

On die way, Lhey came across a

river Godly went in to bathe and as

luck would have iL he handed over

the treasure to June for safekeeping.

Naturally, June promptlydecamped

with it.

On discovering this. Godly was

destroyed. In abject melancholy, he

tried to locate June, not very

successfully. He went home
muttering, ‘ And we, when tricked

by June'.

THE WEAVER’S
WIFE

“Now, there is a Brahmin here

named Vishnushaxman, with a reputa-

tion for competence in numerous

sciences. Entrust the princes to him. He

will certainly make them intelligent ill

a twinkling".

When the king had listened to this,

he summoned Vishnusharman and said,

“Holy sir, as a favour to me you must

make these pri nces incomparable mas-

ters of ttie art of practical life, In return*

1 will bestow upon you a hundred

landgrants."

And Vishnusharman made this an-

swer to the king, "O king, listen. Here

is the plain truth- 1 am not the man to sell

good learning for a hundred landgrants.

But if T do not, in six month's time,

make the boys acquainted with the art

of intelligent living* 1 will give up my
own name. Let us cut die matter short.

Listen to my lion roar. My boasting

arises from no greed for cash. Besides,

[ have no use for money- I am eighty

years old, and all the objects of sensual

desire have lost their charm. But in

order that your request may be granted,

[ will show a sporting spirit with refer-

ence to artistic matters. Make a note of

the date. If i fail to render your sons, in

six month's time, incomparable mas-

ters of the ail of intelligent living, then

His Majesty is at liberty to show me His

majestic bare bottom."

When the king* surrounded by his

counsellors, had listened to the

Brahmin's highly unconventionalprom-

ise, he was dumbstruck. He entrusted

the princes to him, and experienced

supreme content.

Meanwhile, Vishnusharman Look

the boys* went homc
h
and made them

learn by heart, five books which he

composed and called (i) llie Loss of

Friends (h) The Winning of Friends

(iii) Grows andOwls (vi) Loss ofGains

(v) Ill-considered Action

,

These the princes Icaroed* and in six

month's time they answered the pre-

scription, Since that day this work on

the art of intelligent living, called

Panehatantra, or the Five Books, has

travelled the world, aiming at awaken-

ing the intelligence in the young.

ow as he walked along,

[
Godly spied a weaver, who

|
with Isis wife, was on his

-A_ way to the neighbouring city

for liquor to drink, and he called out:
+

*Look here, inygoodMlow [ 1come to

you as a guess,, brought by die evening

sue]. 1 do not know a soul in die village.

Let me receive die treatment due a

guest. For the proverb says:

No stranger may he turned aside

W/jfe> seeks your door at eventide;

Nay„ honor him and you shall hi

Transmuted into deity ,

And again:
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Some straw, a floor, and water.

With kindly words beside:

These four are never wanting

Where piousfolk abide.

On hearing thi s, the weaver said so

b is wife

:

L Go h m y dear Take this guest

to the house. Treat him hospitably,

give him water for his fees, food, a bed.

and soon. And stay tti the house- your-

self. I will bring plenty of wine and

meat for you.'
1

Widuhis he went further.

So die wife started home with

Godly* mil showed a laughing counte-

nance, for she had a certain swain in

mind.

She went home, offered Godly a

rickety eol and said:
b+My holy sir, a
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woman fricrid has come from the vil-

lage and 1 must speak to her. I will be

back immediately
. Meanwhile, you may

stay in our house. But please be care-

ful/
1

With this she pui on her besi things

and looked for her swain.

At this moment she ran into her

b u sband
,
clasping ajug ofw be. He was

reeling drunk. Ills hairwas towsled, and
he stumbled at every step. She ran when
shesaw him. entered the house, look off

her finery, and appeared as usual.

Now ihe weaver had seen her flee,

had observed the finery, and since he
had previously heard gossip about her,

his heart was troubled and anger
overcame him, So he entered the house
and said: ‘'You wench! Whenewereyou
going?"

And she replied: "] have not been
out since I left you, What i$ thisdnmken
twaddle? There is sense in the proverb.

After wim amifever, these

Selfsame symptoms come:

Shaking; falling to the ground.

Mad delirium.

And again:

The setting sun and drunken man
Are both a fiery red:

They sink in naked helplessness:

Their dignity is dead.
”

When he had taken the scoldingand

had noticed her change of dress, he

said:
H
I have heard gossip about you for

a Jong time. Today 1 have seen the

proof. 1 am going to give you what you
deserve." So he beat her limp with a

club, tied her firmly to a post and fell

into a drunken slumber.

At this juncture her friend, the

barber s wife, learning that the weaver

was aslcep,catne in and said: 'My dear,

he is waiting for you over there ..
.
you

know who. Go at once/ 1 But the

weaver^ wife replied:
,J

Just see what a

fix I am in. How can 1 go? You must

return and id! my adorer that I cannot

possibly meet him there at this mo-

ment.
1 *

“My dear,” said the barber's wife,

“do not say things tike that. For a wench
of spirit this is no way to behave. As the

saying goes:

Those who earn the name of blessed

Show d camel-like persistence

When they pluck the fruit ofpleasure,

Counting neither loit nor distance":

"Very fine indeed/' said the

weaver's wife, "'But tell me bow 1 am to

go when I am tied fast. And here lies my
husband- the brute

F

p “My dear," said

the barber's wife, "he is helpless with

drink and will not wake until the sun's

rays reach him. [ will set you free and

take your place myself. But you must

hurry back after you have entertained

your admirer,"

This she did h and a moment later the

weaver rose a little mollified, and said

drunkenly: “Come, you nagger f If you

will stay at home after today and stop

nagging, I will set you free/
1 The

barber's wife said nothing, fearing that

her voice would betray her. Even when
he repeated his offer, she made no-

answer, Then he became angry and cut

off Iter nose with a sharp knife. And he

said: "Whore! Now you can stay there.

1 shall not be nice to you again/' So be-

fell asleep, muttering.

Now Godly, having lost his money,

was so tormented by hunger that he

could not sleep, and was a witness of all

that the women did.

Presently the weaver's wife, after

enjoying herself with her swain, came
home and said to ihc barber's wife:

"Well, arc you all right? i hope that

brute did not get up while l was gone."

And the barber’s wife answered: “The

rest of me is all right. But I/ve lost my
nose. Set me free .quick, before he

wakes up. I want lo go home. If not, he

will do something worse next time, cut

off ears and things."

So the wench freed the barber's

wife, took her former position* and

cried reproachfully:
lb

Oh, you dreadful

simpleton! 1 am a true wife, a model of

faithfulness. What man is able to vso-

TW: t fENOJ. V0L[>IOVEHBER-D6CEMBE^ mi
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laic or disfigure me? Listen, ye guard-

ian deities of the world! If 1 am a

faithful wife,, may these gods make my
nose grow again as it was before. More

than that, if I have had so much as a

secret desire for a strange mar, may

they reduce me to ashes.
11

After this explosion., she said to him

directly: “Look, you villain! By virtue

of my faithfulness my nose has grown

as it was before.
-

" And when he took a

torch and examined her* be found her

nose as ii was originally and a great

pool of blood ors the floor At this he

was amazed, released her ropes and

flattered her with a hundred wheedling

endearments.

Now Godly had seen she whole

business. And he was amazed and said:

Learn science with the gods above

Or imps in nether space.

Yet women's wit will rival it:

How keep them in their place '/

The lion o'er whose awfulface

Fallfierce the towsled mane.

The elephant upon whose cheeks

Streams ichor's glistening rain,

The men of wit or courage who

in books or battles gleam.

In presence of theirfemales, all

Turn into cowards supreme.

With these thoughts (be night

dragged drearily for the holy man.

Meanwhile the go-between went home

with her nose cut off, and reflected:

“What is to be done now? How is this

great deficiency to be concealed?
11

That night her husband the barber*

had to spend in the king's palace*

practicing hits trade. At dawn he came

home and, being eager to begin his

thriving bu siness with the townspeople*

he stopped at the door and called to her:

“My dear* bring me my razor-ease at

once. The townspeople need my
services/

1

Hereupon an idea occurred to the

noseless woman. She remained in the

boiise^ b tit sent him a single razor. And
the barber, angiy because (he entire

case had not been delivered, flung the

razor in her direction, tills gave the

wench her opportunity. Lifting herhands

to heaven* she dashed from the house,

screaming with all her might: “Oh, oh +

oh! The ruffian! I was always a faithful

wife. Look! He cut off my nose. Save

me* save me!"

Hereupon the police arrived*

thrashed the barber limp, tied him fast,

and took him to court with his wife

whose nose was gone. And the judges

asked him/‘Why did you do this ghastly

thing to your wife?* Then, his wits

being so addled by astonishment that he

could give no answer, the jurymen

quoted law:

The guilty man is terrified

By reason of his crime. His pride

Is gone„ his powers of speaking fail.

His glances rove, his face is pale.

And again:

The sweat appears upon his brow,

He stumbles on, he knows nor how.

His face is pale, and all he utters

Is much distorted: for he stutters

While, on the other hand:

The innocent i.s self-reliant:

His speech is clearr ht$ glance defiant:

His countenance is calm andfree:

His indignation makes his plea.

The prisoner is obviously guilty.

The legal penalty for assaulting awoman

is death- Let him be impaled/'

But Godly, seeing him led to the

place of execution, went to the officers

of justice and said: "Gentlemen, you

make a mistake in putting this wretched

TNt-EiYtNo.6 Yot-i.Novr^et^-osmitirjt im
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barber Id death. His conduct has been

correct. Pray listen to these words of

mine:

The jackal at the ram-fight;

And we, when tricked by Jne;

The meddling friend*- were playing

A self-defeating nme.
"

So the officers said: "How was that,

holy sir?” Then Godly related to them
the three stories, complete in every

detail. And they were all astonished as

they listened. They set the barber free*

and said:

Slay not a woman, Brahman , child

An invalid or hermit mild:

In case ofmajor dereliction.

Disfigurement is the infliction.

Now she has lost her nose through her

own act. As addi tional punishmentfrom

the king, let her cars be cut off." When
this had been done. Godly, strengthen-

ing his spirit by the two examples,

returned to his own monastery.

“And that is why I say:

The jackal at the ram-fight,.*.

and the rest of it.”

“Well," said Check, “such being

tiie ease, what are you and J to do?" And
Victor answered: “Even in these ctr-

cum stances, T shall have a flash of

intelligence, showing me how to sepa-

rate Lively from the king. Besides, he

has fallen into serious vice, has our

master Rusty, For

Madfolly stings

The greatest kings,

Wjfio then embrace a vice:

But sen ant's care

Should check them there

By means of learning nice,

,i

T nto what vice has our master Rusty

fallen?" asked Cheek. And Victor re-

plied: ‘'There are seven vices in the

world, namely: Drinks women, hunt-

ing, scolding, dice, greed, cruelty: these

seven are vice. These, however* ready

make a single vice* called 'attachment/

PANOlATANTRA

with seven subdivisions,” Then Cheek
inquired: "'is there only a single

fundamental vice, or are there others

also?"

And Victor expounded: “There are

in the world five fundamentally vicious

situations'". And when Cheek asked:

“How are they differentiated?
1
' Victor

continued: ‘They are called
711

(1) defi-

ciency. (2) corruption, (3) attachment,

(4) devastation, (5) mistaken policy.

“To begin at the beginnings the vice

called 'deficiency
1

means the non-ex-

istence of one or another of these: king,

counselor, people, fortress, treasure*

punitive power, friends.

"‘Secondly
* when subjects, foreign

or native, become restless, “whether

individually or en masse, there arises

the vie ious situation called ' coitu ptjon
1

'Attachment
1

was explained in the

words: Drink, women, hunting, and

the rest of it. Here there is a love-group

(drink, women, hunting* dice) and a

wrath-group (scolding, and the rest). A
man thwarted i n the love-groupbecomes

obnoxious to the wrath-group. The
love-group requires no elucidation.The
love -group, however, threefold as

already described* needs some further

characterisation.
H

Scolding T
is ill-

considered imputation of fault on the

part of one bent on injuring an antago-

nist. ‘Cruelty* means ruthless and
unwarranted refinements in putting to

death, imprisonment, mutilation.

‘Greed
1

is covetousness pushed to a

merciless point. These arc the seven

subdivisions of the vice of attachment,
,J

Ncxtr there are eight kinds of dev-

astation: by act of God, fire* water,

disease, plague, panic, famine, devil-

rain (which is a mere name for exces-

sive rain). This disposes of the vice

called "devastation/

"Finally, there is mistaken policy.

Where a man makes a mistaken use of

I be six expedients- peace, war* change

of base, entrenchment, alliance*

d uplicity-adopt t ng war instead of peace,

or peace instead of war, or making

similar mistakes in regard to the other

expedients, there we have the vice of

mistaken policy.

“Now our master Rusty has fallen

into the very first vice, that of delT

ciency. For he has been so captivated

by Lively that he pays not die smallest

heed to counselor or any other of the six

supports of his throne. He adopts rather

completely a vegetarian morality. So
what is the use of lengthy discussion?

Rusty must by al] means be detached

from Lively. No lamp, no light.
11

"How will you detach him?” ob-

jected Check. "You have not thepower? 1

“My dear fellow ” said Victor* “there is

a verse to fit the situation, namely:

In cases where brute Jbrce wouldfail
A shrewd device may still prevail:

The crow-hen used a golden chain
*

And so the dreadful snake was slain .

"

“How was that?
11

asked Cheek. And
Victor told the story of: HOW THE
CROW-HEN KILLED THE BLACK
SNAKE.

7b be continued...,

in 1924, Arthur W> Ryderi the well

known American oriental scholar

translated the Panchakmtra from
Sanskrit to English it is one ofthe

best of existing Iranstations in any

foreign language. The text here

translated dates backfrom theyear

1 1 99A. D. We arehappy to serialise

and present the Panchaiantra,

mterpersing verse and prose as

translated by Ryder and published

by Jaico.

Illustrations: Groan Kumar
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MA'AMING

MA’AMING IS

MAIMING
RUKM1NI SEKHAR

The transitioti from the springy days

of youth to middle age occurs in a

variety of ways, all of which can be

tackled. The greying temples can be

smothered with Tni Tone, wrinkles

wished away with Hives and lassitude

with lliiity Plus.

But what happens when someone

“ma'ams’ you ?The thing has assumed

dangerous proportions and you can't

treat it lightly any more.You have to

will all your resources to the fore ami

resolve on a frontal attack-You can't

take inlyingdown (a!thou gh that
h

s what

you want to do most of the time),

Ma'amology is a whole new subject,

deserving a chair at all reputed

universities. Its study should be

undertaken with seriousness and

respect* Research scholars should

he given scholarships to explore

Ma’mology and books should be written

on the subject (after all, aren't there

books on Gerontology ?). Poets should

sing about it romantically to reduce its

pernicious effects and sociologists

shou Id study the reachon of the a ffl icied

individual in relation to society. Not to

mention the infinite potential it offers

to psychologists wanting to study the

connections between verbal tortures

and mental trauma.

For trauma it is .Childhood is full of

happy memories of sticking chewing

gum under the class room desk,

adolescence^ confused and easy and

the twenties, a period of exciting

discoveries, including the neighbour's

son. Just when you begin riding on the

euphoria of perennial youth, along

comes a ma’amer and shatters all your

dreams.

Bulletme pause in my lamentations

like die Jews in Babylon must have (at

least for a Eea break). And illustrate my
point with an example I wouldn't

hesitate to call painful I was going to

attend a programme in a girls college

and requested the girls to pick me up on

the way. With customary pep I greeted

them at the door.

One of them in culottes, breezed in

and proceeded to pick up my bag
h
saying

“Good evening ma'anT, l froze. The

axe had fallen* Blood rushed to my ears

and the tongue cleaved to my palate, T

cou Idn
p

t reply , l bad 10 do something to

show them that I wasn’t perturbed by a

mere ma'arner. With impeccable sang

froid 1 replied, “Hi folks
1 F

f They were

not to be foiled.

“Arc you ready to leave ma’am 7 *

l

had to resign myself to my fate. J was

ma'amed.

Suddenly 1 was defiant. Was 1 not

recently in college, drinking ehai in the

canteen
h
making fun of Mrs. John’s

Malaya! s accent, bunking college to see

films ? Did I not fudge assignments and

swing at college socials ? Was 1 not a bit

of alright ?

Well, anyway , don't think you men
arc not going to be victimised too.

Remember, your days are numbered,

when a similar ruthless collegian
H

jiV
or *gnabV you. Get prepared, for one

day you will be maimed just like the

madams. §

READ THE BACK ISSUES OF THE EYE!

Sound
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INSPIRING!
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Available at Rs. 14/, each.
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DEVELOPMENT

getting an akertumve view i$ heavily

m i nimised. heads tar a conce t ied e I tort

irtjin all concerned, to disseminate a

system of values which arc not

destructive and promotes human well

being.

Two easset res, .4 nkur and Songs on

Environment and Development, are

therefore, a happy oecuntmce.They

have been produced by DA with help

from NORAD, The jacket flaps are

elegant *md made from hand-made

paper.

The cassettes arc almost disarming

in dieir simp3 icily .The tunes are simple

and
L

bum ble
1

with catch y rc frai ns .Tlie

y

are largely hill tunes, conjuring die

Himalayas in all their diverse natural

expressions.Tlie lyrics call people to

once again look at the Kaduiar nee, die

flowing water, die Champaka flower

and the animals In tire jungle. In Safi

andSavitn , die w*ords exhort women to

come out of their homes and he

instrumental in social change. All in

THE DEVELOPMENT SET
Excuse me, friends

„
/ must catch my

ja-

Em off to join the Development Set;

My bags are packed, and Ev$ had alt

my shots,

l have travellers cheques andpillsfor

trots-

The Development Set is bright and

noble.

Our thoughts are deep and our vision

global;

Although we move with the better

classes.

Our thoughts are always with the

masses.

In Sh eraion hotels in scattered nations,

We damn multinational corporations;

Injustice seems so easy to protest.

In such seething hotbeds of social

rest.

Wf discuss malnutrition over steaks

60

And plan hunger talks during coffee

breaks.

Whether Asian, floods or African

drought
,

Weface each issue with an open mouth

We bring in consultants whose circum-

locution

Raises difficultiesfor every solution-

Thusguaranteeing continuedgood eat*

THE EYE NO. 6. VOL L JfOV RKllH Eft-DECEvlHEfc I *m

D
evelopment Alternatives

(DA), is an organisation

committed to the

development of 'alternative

technology\ or technology Uiatisnou-

exploiudve of natural resources. Sends

itself to lowcosis and furthers values of

social justice. Their efforts have resulted

in the creation of die Tara
1

loom for

making clodi, moulding bricks widl

mud, and recycling of paper, to name a

few.

Inline face ofdevastating onslaughts

by die media promoting rampant

materialism, the possibilities of people

all the songs have a simple, direct

appeal „

One wonders whether it is not high

time that our education planners thought

about introducing such songs inlo ihe

curriculum, instead of carrying on with

nursery rhymes which have not only no

indigenous relevance, but create a

division between die child audits local

culture.

One hopes dint modem technology,

instead of swallowing up all manner of

resources, is used instead to promote

values ofeternal relevance. More power

to other such endeavours !

-Rukmini Sekhar

The cassettes can he gotfrom:

Development Alternatives,

B 32Jmhtut\onaiArea

i 'ara Crvsctnf,

AW Mehrauli Road

New Delhi-} 10016,

Tetephone:66S3?0/657*m.

ing

By showing the need for another

meeting.

The language of the Development

Set,

Stretches the English alphabet;

We use swell words like 'epigenetic \

'Micro ', Macro \ and logarithm?tic '.

DevelopmentSet homesare extremely

chic.

Full of carvings, curios and draped

with batik.

Eye-levelphotographs subtly assure

That your hirst is at home with the

rich and the poor.

Enough of these verses-on with the

mission

!

Our iask is as broad as the human
condition

f

Just pray to God the biblical promise

is true:

The poor ye shall always have with

you.

Ross Coggins



BOOK REVIEW

KRISHNA CHAITANYA
A PROFILE AND SELECTED
PAPERS.
Eds fed by Suguna RamaehandraTL

Published by Remark Publishers. New
Delhi,

Price Rs,200A

SUBHASH MALUK

T
his book is about K.K.

Nair.better known by his pen

name, Krishna Chaitanya, for

bis wide ranging writings,

too many to mention their titles both in

numbers and subjects. There arc more

than forty books, not to mention

essayparticles and so on. He has written

a ten-volume history of world literature,

classics retold for children, books on

art, including a four-volume history of

painting, lndological works, and a five-

volume philosophy of freedom. He has

received many awards and degrees,

travelled widely and continues to work

as hard as ever even today.

Formidable as the list is? it is com-

mendable that the editor has done a

successful job of a difficult task, i.e,

writing A Rather Piquant Profile in the

First eighty four pages. It suctinily

summarises the many dimensions of

Chaitanya' s personality and work,

giving also in a nutshell, extracts from

some of his essays in this book and

others. ‘At seventy odd years, the

disd.piined das I y regimen continues and

it has received inspiration from other

traditions too. Father Jerome D'Souza

once took him to Champag&nur in the

South which was then the place where

novitiates of the Society of Jesus lived

seven years in monastic discipline and

study, A book, which is always on his

table is Silence in Heaven by Thomas

Mertonwhowas a monk and has writte n

a fine book on Gandhiji..,,/

This chapter also evaluates the life-

1 ong and sysecmade efforts ofChai ta n ya

to tackle contemporary man's dilemma*

the ramifications of living in an

alienated, segmented way. The

approach is always mul li--disciplinary

and covers a wide range in space and

time, in order that the fragmentation

which is causing so much agony gives

w ay to an i n legraE i vcwisdom espec ia I ly

for all i hose who matter, namely, l he

decision makers. Chaitanya bemoans

the gradual disappearance of the art of

living.Modem man is no more aliv^he

is merely cerebrating and reacting like

a robotic-stimu I us- response-Pavlovian -

Kgighna
ClfaitanyS.

A PROFILE ANO
SELECTED FftPFRS

conditioned organ asm. Why, when,

where, and how tins happened has been

his mission to retrace intellectually and

incisively.

But he goes beyond merely being a

critic, very often suggesting methods of

discovery, H is pertinent to mention

that only a fractional sampling of his

work is delineated in this voiume/fhe

range covers sixteen topics, namely.

Poetic Experience ; The Indian View,

ThroughA Labrynik ofImages, Flowers

from a Temple Pond, A Cup of Coffee,

Pilgrimage to a Far Off Buddha An
and Social Consciousness . Two Great

HIE ETEKO.fi. VOLJJtfOVf.M&tft-DECEMBER ?*92
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Compose rx< /nd i a n Da n c e -No i v e

Longingsfor Winds ofChange, Towards

a Revival ofthe Bhana, Studies in Film

Aesthetics,
The Whole Man and The

Economic Man, Unorthodox Thoughts

on Peaceand Development, Some Ques-

tionsforEvery Indian, Religion-help or

Hindrance?, A Lesson in Symbiosis

and A Prafoumler Ecology .

In Profounder Ecology Chaitanya

stresses on hoi istic living between Man,

Nature and the Cosmos. Myth plays an

important role in this understanding.

While talking about the Himalayas

J

l

brings to mind yet one more instance

seeking benign ends through poetic

legends: "Siva is the deity of the

Himalayas.When the Ganges .which

was a river of heaven was prayed to for

coming to the earth,she said it could not

be done because the force of her descent

would shutter the earth.But the matted

locks of the great Siva broke the fall and

the impetus of the waters did not destroy

the earth.The locks stand for the

Himalayan forests that break the fury of

tropical rain and conserve both the water

and the top soil of the slopes in ways

beneficial to man/ To include another

quote from the same essay: 'After a

bitterly disappointing experience with

a science that decayed into scientism

and a philosophy that took to discussing

utter trivialities with enormous

seriousness, wc have begun to realise

that poetry may possibly provide

mdemption.Gaia is the Earth Mother of

aside nt Greek myth and worship; and

sn advancing his 'Gaia
1

hypothesis,

1 .eve lock.stresses the need to go beyond

the mind set of mere expediency to a

sense of the sacramental/

Somehow, Chai tanya is shy to call

himself a spiritualist,A I though he did

at one time think seriously of joining

the order of Ramakrishna. Chaitanya

has travelled extensively and in essays

such a£ Pilgrimage to a far OffBuddha

and Flowers From a Temple Pond ,erne

sees his refined powers of observation,

which seeks to restore c ulm mi impu l$es

L

which have been lost under the leaf -

drift for centuries/

His works have been called.



BOOK REVIEW

"stupendous, colossal and titanic. He is

known to write "widi an integrative

energ y dial welds i n Juc Id prose insights.,

ideas drawn from an astonishing range

of disciplines,'The Gita
r
as indeed the

whole of ihtMi2}iabharata t
has been m

unflinching source of inspiration for

him and lie claims that a gross trans-

gression of die values of this great book

is at] unforgivable lapse on die part of

the Indian tradition.

It is difficult to make sweeping

statements about Chaitanya's works,

since they are so voluminous, requiring

care Iill read ing and digestiotx Huwev er,

in this volume, readers are offered

glimpses into the brilliant mind (and

soul) of Krishna Chailanya, •

! ANCIENT
! FUTURES

i Ick'iia NOiIutU-I hx!^ 1

ancient futures-
LEARMNG FROM LADAKH.
HELENA NORBERG HODGE.
Published bySim Cl ub, San Francisco

RUKM1NI SEKHAR

I
s the Eurocentric model of

development the right otse for

Third World countries 7 It is

difficult lo say as the excitement

of Rombo with a gun on a poster in

downtown Leh screams at you, while

under it walks an old man in patched

clGihes,carrying a load on his back.

The old man and the poster can

throw one into confusion mid add grist

to the mill of the development debate,

which is loud and forceful, yet arriving

at little or no solutions.Except to

perpetuate a gargantuan change into

cultures that tt proclaims arc facing

"cultural and economic isolation'

Into ibis development debate of

Ladakh steps in Helena Norberg Hodge,

mil, Swedish, fluent in Ladakhi and her

book, Ancient Futures .Each year and

more of Helena's sixteen years of

walking and trekking in Ladakh, is

woven into its lines as she takes us into

the interiors of the Ladakhi world -

material, emotional and spiritual.

The book is a first person narrative

and reads like a story* , simpleand sii icerc.

It is written by a woman and to dial

extent it is intensely intuitive and gentle.

In a rather overpowering masculine

analytical world which stresses on

tangibles, Helena’s analysis ofLadakh

goes deeper into the human psyche - the

study points consistently lo the bottom

line, namely the well being ofthe human

being

The book is divided into two broad

parts - Tradition and Change, The

author, herself a protagonist in the

drama, shuttles between a complete,

integrative and spiritually oriented

world and a world of competition and

fragmentation, prompted by an uni-

directional, monocultural system,

widely favoured by development

experts. As she says, the singular most

devastating impact of this is the loss of

the I .a-dakhi’s sell' respect, making them

feel backward and poor.

The author touches on every aspect

of life - agriculture, housing, animal

husbandry, marriage,, local self

governance, upbringing of children,

education, festivals medicinal practices

and religion. In a systematic way; she

proceeds to explain how each of these

aspects has been mutated almost

entirely, by a centralised, highly

consumptive, dependancy -increasing

modem economy.

Tourists have swarmed into Ladakh

since Ladakh opened up
p

to ihe world

in the early seventies, making

irreparable holes in the fabric ofl..adakhi

culture. From the plastic invasion, only

too visible in the streams and streets, to

the palhetic im Etau v ene ss o fadolescent

boys, wearing leather jackets, cutting

off from family and riding noisy

motorbikes, the transformation is

nearing completion. Of course, our

national television bas done little to

stem this image creation,

In the chapter, Nothing is Black,

Nothing is White, the authoradmits that

it is easy to romanticise traditional

cultures. Yet, how- is it Urn these cultures

surv i ved as a sopl listicated civ il isutiom

wiili a highly sustainable lifestyle, a

profound spirituality and wisdom and

joi-de- vi vne ? And why is it that we rind

that the aspiring gel-rich-quickly

Ladakhi reduced to a wage earner;

disconnected from the land, buying

third rate food grown far away and

spoilt in iranxit ? In the chapter called

The Development Hoax, Helena

painstakingly explores these

contradictions.

When the West, which has

unambiguously dictated development

is now willing lo puL on brakes, we in

the Third World are myopically racing

towards what die West didn't want to

become in she first place.

Ancient Fattires is die story of a

people who were happy with themselves

and suddenly arc not. Telling black and

white pictures embellish die author’s

pom l of view. It is a book worth reading

for anyone concerned with the directions

of human life. #

Publishers and Editors can

send us their books for reviewing

*

Use the EYE t& announce

various projects, rallies*

seminars,, dkarnas, meets

.

*

We wilt carry appealsfrom

social cause organisations.

Announce anything which

will help someone other

than yourself!
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ELEPHANTS’

Dear Human Pei«g h

w APPEAL

Ourpresent situation has necessitated amongother things thisappeal.They

let) us that we have friends among you.

As you know,we belong to a community comprising the two remaining

speciesof the two surviving genera in theorder 'preboseide' aor the natural

group of animals with a proboscis or mink as our distinct feature.Your

scientists say we were 352 families originally roaming the earth,350 of

which have succumbed to (he pressures of time.Our African cousins and we

remain on this planet only to languish in the thought of certain death.

Five thousand years ago our habitat spread over the length and breadth

ofthe Indian subcontinent.Today.none ofus wild elephants live in Pakistan

and Western India.Thc habitat that sustains us today are isolated pockets in

Asia The concerned habitat is the remaining evergreen and moist decidous

forests in Asia

.

In the ecological pyramid thatyour teachersdraw on blackboards,we are

atthe apex.We need a lotof fodderand so,a degraded habitat cannot sustain

us We are under constant threat from poaching and forest fires.

Two of our slave brothers, who were cliaincd to huge trees drowned in

recent floods prompted by degradation in the southern hill ranges of the

Saliyadri.

What nature’s fury cannot accomplish,!wo arms and a breech-loading

rifle can do. And thus,our free brothers and sisters in die wild are left to die

mercy of Greed.

Save us.

Your brothers on earth.

Asian Elephants.

Ifyou wish to he part ofGAJARAKSHA.a world-wide campaign to save the

Asian elephantfrom exiinetion,contact

SEED,Post Box 14, Kochi, KemIa-682001,India-

Inspired hy nature and evolved

from She rimeless tradition of

htdtan art ..SVSMAN

Greeting cardsfor thefestive

season.

Standard Card; Rs. 5.50

Mini Card: Rs. 3.50

Special student discounts

available.

Contact:

THE EYE,

39x Anand Lok, New Delhi -

1 10049.

OR

0-74. 2nd Floor, Gulmohar

Park. New Delhi- 110049

SAVE RANTHAMBHGRE MOVEMENT

In the late seventies , the resettlement of villages from tire core of Ranthambhore National Park to the outskirts

of die park resulted in a steady rise in die tiger population. Rut the present state of affairs has pul ail die efforts back

to .square one.Today,the fate of Ranthambhore National Park is precariously balanced.Poaching is the biggest

hazard.compounded by die increasing demand for tiger hones in recent years.The bones and skins go to the Far East

via Nepal and other nmrkcLs in India itself.

Whai has to be done now 1 What immediate remedial measures should be Uiken ?

Jom our movement to save our forests and wildlife.

Write to:

Sandip Diwan7

Coordinator
p
Ihtroda Chapter, Save Ranthambhore Movement .

P.O, Box 20JO t Baroda 390002.
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SRI AUROBINDO EDUCATION SOCIETY
Sri Aurobindo Ashram -Del hi Branch, New Delhi- 100016

1993 Summer Camps & Programmes

at Van Niwas, NainiLaJ

April 26

May 5

May 5

May 14

May 14

May 23

May 23

June I

June 1

Jure 10

June 10

June 19

i Youth

Camp 123

Youth

Camp 124

Youth

Camp 125

Youth

Camp 126

1 Youth

Camp 127

Youth

Camp 128

Sri

Aurobindo

Study

Camp 35

Sri

Aurobindo

Study

Camp 36

Sri

Aurobindo

Study

Camp 37

Sri

Aurobindo

Study

Camp 38

FEES for YOUTH & STUDY CAMPS:
(a) 13-35 years, Rs. 550/- per person (Subsidized)

(l>) others, Rs, 850/- per person

TRAVEL: Delhi-NainitaJ-Delhi: Per Person 250/-

AcnvmES
(a) Youth Camps: Rock-Climbing, Trekking, Yoga and/or keep lit. Games,
Majans, Mediation, Cultural Programmes, Shramdan,

(b) Sri Aurobindo Study Camps: Lectures & Discussions on spirituality,

Yoga, Btlajans, Meditation, Scenic Sightseeing, Cultural Progrtimmcs, Yoga
and/or aceupressure and/or naturopathy, shramtlan.

For reservation of your seat in any of the programmes, send the total amount
of fee by M.O. or Demand Draft only , in favour of Sri Aurobindo Education

Society, and mail along with personal details to:

Sri Aurobindo Education Society

Sri AurohinJo Marg, New Deihi-110016

Phone: Delhi: 66922$, 667H63

CONSERVATION SOCIETY DELHI
N-7/C, SAKET, NEW DELHI-1 10 017

Annual Sunday WALKS FOR ENVIRONMENT and HERITAGE

WALK DATE CONDUCTED BY TIME MEETING POINT

H&slsa]

Monuments
7,3.93 Nalini Thakur 2 p.m. D.T.D.C. office

Mooteband Flyover

{Defence ColonyMkij

Mehrauli of

Bahadur Shah

14.3.93 Nalini Thakur

D. Poumya
3 p.m. Adam Khan’ Tomb

(Behind Qtrtab Min sir

1 Near Bus Terminal)

Archaeological

Site

21.3.93 Dt- Maui 3. p.m Car Park* Quteb Mirtar

Archaeological

Park

28.3.93 Nalmi Thakur 3 p.m. Car Park, Qutab Minar

A LI. ARE WELCOME

SOCIETY FOR
AFFORESTATION AND
VERDANT EARTH

Did you know Ihal [he man who
invented CFC fc

s which have punched

a

l urge bole in the ozone layer* aba put

|e?uj info petrol 1 Tetra ethyl lead is an

additive in motor fucls H used to stop

knocking in petrol engines. SAVE has

begun acampaign to HelpMother Barth

Figbc Raek, to demand fresh air. clean

waterand natural, wholesome food .We

call for a lime-bound plan to phase out

te Era-ethyl lead from pc [rod and

chemical fertilisers .pesticides and

from Indian agriculture.

CAMPAIGN. [1993)
+ January 15 th - Release of two

posters. Starting of a signature

campaign to mobilise and build public

pressure. Stickers, T Shuts, Cinema
slides have been used.

* March 15th - Consumers Pay,

Retea.se of third poster - REDUCE!,

REUSE, RECYCLE.A series of panels

on the Bhopal gas tragedy and

pesticides will fr= on display,

* April - Fori night long festival of

film* on env - eoo issues. Children's

filmsjointly with Max Mueller Bhavan

and Institute tor Cultural Research and

Action.

* May • (1st- 15th), Launching of

post card and letter writing campaign

local I for immediate reduction i n (ra ffie

ami C02 emissions in industrialised

countries.

A concert by a British RegjaeBand.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR ALL
MANNER OF THINGS !

Contact;

The Chief Coordinator, A,4 Vfc!,

IMJsi Cross, Residency /ftW*
Bangalore - 560025,

Tel: 5H46 7W5R5749.
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SAVE T36, is! Cross, Residency Road, Bangalore -25, Fh: 584679, 585749

SocietyforAfforestationAnd Verdant Earth

LEAD POISONS

DEMAND
UNLEADED PETROL

The Indian governmen l has decided to:

* Poison you for 4-1/2 years more.

* Severely damage vital organs in your children and infants-Cause brain damage in children

below 3 years.

* Cause liver and kidney failure in adults, raise B.P. and cause infertility and affect pregnancy.

-By adding 0.5 gins, of Tetra Ethyl lead in one litre of petrol. Cpto60% of the ingested lead

will remain permanently in your body.

HELP MOTHER EARTH FIGHT BACK
Co-sponsors:

3M Cares For The Environment.


